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Executive Summary

Racial profiling – the unconstitutional practice of law enforcement targeting individuals due to the color of their skin – remains an egregious and common form of discrimination and continues to taint the legitimacy of policing in the United States. It is both pervasive and hard to prove. Stopping an individual merely for “driving while black” violates the U.S. and Louisiana constitutions, but few cases have been brought in state or federal courts in Louisiana to challenge racially discriminatory policing. Racial profiling is also problematic from a public safety perspective because it undercuts effective police work by damaging trust in law enforcement.

Racial profiling is likely a major driver of Louisiana’s high incarceration rate. Although Oklahoma has now surpassed Louisiana as the world’s No. 1 incarcerator, Louisiana remains a close second. By expanding the pool of people who come under police surveillance, racial profiling leads police to refer a disproportionate number of people of color for criminal prosecution, often for low-level crimes such as drug possession.

Police officers’ disproportionate focus on people of color means that they are disproportionately ticketed, arrested, prosecuted, and ultimately imprisoned. In 2016, for instance, black adults comprised only 30.6% of Louisiana’s adult population but 53.7% of adults who were arrested and 67.5% of adults in prison. Overall, black adults are 4.3 times as likely as white adults to be serving a felony prison sentence in Louisiana.

The SPLC has found large racial disparities in arrest rates across the state that would be difficult to explain by different rates of crime commission alone. For example, in 2016, black people were 2.9 times as likely as white people to be arrested for marijuana possession in Louisiana, despite evidence that black people and white people use marijuana at similar rates. The disparities are much greater in some areas: A black person was six times as likely as a white person to be arrested by the Baton Rouge Police Department (BRPD) for marijuana possession in 2016. Gretna, previously labeled the “arrest capital of the United States” for its sky-high arrest rate, continues to target black people disproportionately for arrests: In 2016, black people comprised two-thirds of people arrested in Gretna but only one-third of the city’s population. And 67% of the arrests of black people in Gretna were for the nonviolent offenses of drug possession (not sale), drunkenness, disorderly conduct, and other offenses that the FBI does not track due to their relatively minor nature.

The death of Alton Sterling, a 37-year-old black man, at the hands of two white BRPD officers on July 5, 2016 highlighted decades-long tensions in Louisiana’s capital over police treatment of Louisianans of color, especially African Americans. From the department’s crackdown on civil rights marchers in the 1960s, to its illegal searches and arrests in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina (which raised alarm bells among out-of-state police officers dispatched to the city to assist with public safety), to its militarized response to the protests over Alton Sterling’s death, the BRPD has consistently over-policed the city’s black community and violated the First Amendment rights of people who speak out against police brutality. If the BRPD ever hopes to resolve these longstanding tensions and earn the trust and respect of the city’s black residents, who comprise a majority of its population, combatting racial profiling will be an essential first step.

Notwithstanding the well-known harms of racial profiling in Baton Rouge and across the
Black adults in Louisiana were nearly 3 times as likely as white people to be arrested for marijuana possession in 2016 – and 4.3 times as likely to be serving a felony prison sentence.

state, both for over-policed communities and for public safety more generally, a surprising number of Louisiana police departments do not have policies to address it. The SPLC’s investigation revealed that more than a third of the state’s law enforcement agencies lack any policy on racial profiling. And the policies that do exist usually fail to explain clearly to officers what racial profiling is and what conduct is prohibited.

While the much-needed sentencing reforms Louisiana began implementing in 2017 are projected to reduce the state’s prison population by 10% over the next 10 years, resulting in savings of $262 million,22 none of the reforms focus on the disproportionate policing of Louisianaans of color. Eliminating racial profiling must be a priority if Louisiana wants to shed its status as one of the world’s most prolific incarcerators. To address these harms, Louisiana law enforcement agencies must adopt and enforce effective policies against racial profiling and take other steps to ensure constitutional policing. For their parts, the Legislature and the Louisiana Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Criminal Justice should institute a host of reforms to curb this unconstitutional and counterproductive practice.
Racial Profiling: An Overview

Racial profiling is a law enforcement officer’s reliance – to any degree, whether the officer acknowledges it or not – on race, ethnicity, color, or national origin to choose which people to target for law enforcement action. The only exception is that officers may rely on race and ethnicity, in combination with other physical characteristics, to match a person to a credible and specific suspect description for a particular crime. Racial profiling usually takes one of two forms, both of which violate the U.S. Constitution:

**UNREASONABLE SUSPICION.** When a law enforcement officer conducts a traffic or pedestrian stop based on the belief that a person’s race, ethnicity, color, or national origin raises the likelihood that s/he has committed, is committing, or is about to commit a crime (for example, because that person is unlikely to be driving a certain make or model of car or is unlikely to have a valid reason to drive or walk in a certain neighborhood), the officer has formed unreasonable suspicion based on racial or ethnic stereotypes. This stop violates the Fourth Amendment’s prohibition against unreasonable seizures by law enforcement. To comply with the Fourth Amendment, the stop must be based on either probable cause that the person has committed a civil traffic or pedestrian violation or infraction or reasonable suspicion that the person has committed, is committing, or is about to commit a crime. The fact that someone of a certain race is driving a certain car or walking in a certain area does not constitute reasonable suspicion. In addition, if someone calls to complain about black people sitting in a Starbucks or Native American students participating in a college tour, police should not automatically treat the caller’s allegations as warranting a response by law enforcement. To justify stopping or arresting someone, police must make their own independent assessment of whether the situation gives rise to reasonable suspicion or probable cause.

**UNEQUAL ENFORCEMENT.** When a law enforcement officer observes someone committing a relatively minor violation (e.g., speeding with the flow of traffic, jaywalking, or failing to signal a turn) and stops that person even though the officer would not have stopped a person of a different race or ethnicity committing the same violation, the officer is enforcing the law in an unequal manner. If the officer’s true motivation for making the stop was based on the person’s race or ethnicity, but the officer makes the stop on the pretext that the person violated a traffic law, this is known as a “pretetual stop.” Such stops violate the Fourteenth Amendment’s prohibition on intentional discrimination on the basis of race, ethnicity, color, or national origin.

Officers are permitted to use race or ethnicity, when combined with other physical characteristics such as gender, weight, height, and age, to match someone to a specific suspect description for a particular crime. The suspect description must be credible and based on timely and locally relevant information. This is sometimes called the “be on the lookout for” exception.

How Does Racial Profiling Undermine Effective Police Work?

Racial profiling thwarts effective police work because it impairs trust between police and the communities they serve. When communities of color believe that they are stopped, searched, and arrested or become subject to uses of force without a valid reason, solving crime becomes much more difficult. This is because members of these communities may be less willing to report crimes, provide tips to police, or otherwise cooperate with investigations for fear that police will misuse the information or arrest people for low-level crimes.
Racial Profiling in Louisiana

Although data on policing in Louisiana are sparse, available data and reporting strongly suggest that Louisiana law enforcement officers disproportionately target people of color in traffic stops and arrests:

In 2016, black people were 2.9 times as likely as white people to be arrested for marijuana possession in Louisiana, according to the SPLC’s analysis of arrest data that law enforcement agencies submitted to the FBI. Yet federal survey data show that white and black people use marijuana at similar rates; indeed, black adults are less likely than white adults to use marijuana in the course of their lifetimes, and adults account for the vast majority of the reported arrests. The table below summarizes the black-white disparities in arrest rates for marijuana possession among the 10 agencies that reported the most marijuana possession arrests in 2016. For example, a black person was six times as likely as a white person to be arrested by the Baton Rouge Police Department for marijuana possession in 2016.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGENCY</th>
<th>RACIAL DISPARITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baton Rouge Police Department</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gretna Police Department</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Baton Rouge Parish Sheriff’s Office</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcasieu Parish Sheriff’s Office</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bossier City Police Department</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Tammany Parish Sheriff’s Office</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Orleans Police Department</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapides Parish Sheriff’s Office</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shreveport Police Department</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ouachita Parish Sheriff’s Office</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
times as likely as a white person to be arrested by the Baton Rouge Police Department for mari-
juana possession in 2016.37

Gretna has been dubbed the “arrest capital of the United States” for featuring the highest per-capita arrest rate in the country as of 2013, at one arrest for every three residents.38 Black people comprised two-thirds of those arrested despite making up only one-third of Gretna’s population.39 By 2016, according to the SPLC’s analysis of data reported to the FBI, the city had halved its arrest rate; however, black people still comprised two-thirds of people arrested and only one-third of the city’s population.40 And only 17.2% of arrests of black people in 2016 were for what the FBI designates as “serious” crimes, such as murder, aggravated assault, and robbery.41 By contrast, 18.5% of arrests of black people were for drug possession (the vast majority of which were for marijuana possession); 10.6% were for disorderly conduct; 8.3% were for drunkenness; and 29.9% were for “all other non-traffic offenses” that the FBI does not even track because of their relatively minor nature.42

Data published by the Baton Rouge Police Department (BRPD) show that BRPD officers made 1,660 traffic stops between 2011 and 2017 to enforce a local ordinance that makes it a misdemeanor to play loud sounds from a vehicle in a manner that “disturb[s] the peace.”43 The vast majority of these stops took place in predominantly black neighborhoods,44 raising the concern that officers may be using this ordinance to make pretextual stops of black motorists.

Map 01 shows the location of traffic stops for loud music within Baton Rouge. Map 02 shows Census tracts shaded by the proportion of residents who are African-American (the darkest color indicates tracts where at least 80% of residents are black; the next darkest color indicates tracts where between 60% and 80% of residents are black; and so on.) Map 03 shows Census tracts shaded by overall population density (the densest quintile of tracts are shaded in the darkest color, the next densest quintile shaded the next darkest color; and so on.) The maps suggest that enforcement of the music ordinance is much more closely associated with the presence of African Americans in a tract’s population than with overall population density.45

Though data on encounters between Latinx communities and police are limited due to the way race and ethnicity data are recorded,46 news reports provide mounting evidence that Louisiana police are targeting people who look Latinx for arrests and referrals to U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE).

• In 2015, two Honduran men were waiting for a ride to their construction jobs when a New Llano Police Department officer arrested them for loitering and handed them over to ICE, even though they were never prosecuted for any crime.47 After investigating the incident, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security’s (DHS) Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties concluded that the New Llano police officer made the stop “solely for an immigration status check” and that the officer’s interest was “based on their ethnicity and the way they were awaiting pickup for a job.”48 The office urged the director of ICE to release the two men from custody and to request that the deportation proceedings against them be dropped.
“to avoid furthering the improper actions of NLPD.”

ICE released one of the men after *The New York Times* published an editorial on the incident nearly 150 days into his detention, but ICE had already deported the other man.

- More recently, in June 2018, Jefferson Parish Sheriff’s Office deputies and ICE officers detained a Latina woman by chasing and tackling her to the ground while she was walking to a store to buy milk for her 3-year-old child, an incident the New Orleans Workers’ Center for Racial Justice has labeled as racial profiling. The deputies then pressured her to lead them to her home, where they detained her, her 10-year-old son, her father, and her uncle, forcing her to leave behind her 3-year-old.

**Most Louisiana Law Enforcement Agencies Lack Effective Policies on Racial Profiling**

Because racial profiling violates the U.S. and Louisiana constitutions, damages relationships with communities, and likely persists across Louisiana, it is critical that law enforcement agencies adopt effective policies prohibiting the practice and train their officers to comply with these policies. As the International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) has explained, “The first step in preventing racial profiling is the development of a clear departmental policy banning the practice.”

To determine whether Louisiana’s law enforcement agencies have adopted anti-profiling policies, the SPLC conducted a survey of the 331 multi-officer law enforcement agencies in the state.

The survey responses are alarming. Of the 310 respondents, more than a third (109) admitted that they have no policy on racial profiling. One of the departments lacking any anti-profiling policy is the New Llano Police Department, which DHS’s Office of Civil Rights and Civil Liberties has strongly criticized for engaging in racial profiling of Latinx immigrants.

Of the 201 agencies that sent some sort of document in response to our survey, 89 sent documents that do not contain prohibitions broad enough to cover both types of profiling (i.e., the use of race to form unreasonable suspicion and racially selective enforcement of traffic and pedestrian laws). Several of these documents have little, if anything, to do with racial profiling. Three agencies sent their policies on workplace harassment, three sent a “courtesy” policy requiring officers to refrain from “voicing any bias or prejudice concerning race,” one sent an equal employment opportunity policy, and one sent a summary of training hours.

Approximately a third (112) of agencies provided policies that do cover both types of racial profiling. However, many of these policies are only one sentence long or fail to explain clearly to a non-lawyer audience what racial profiling is. For instance, several agencies sent policies that do little more than restate their existing obligations under the law and say nothing about what specific conduct is prohibited. The Amite Police Department’s one-sentence policy reads, “Amite City Police Department’s policy is to follow all local, state and federal laws regarding all investigations including racial profiling.” Another example comes from the Gretna Police Department, which sent us its mission statement, code of ethics, and policies on arrests and workplace harassment. The only mentions of race in these documents occur in the workplace harassment policy (which is wholly unrelated to racial profiling) and the arrest policy’s one-sentence statement, “It is the policy of the Gretna Police Department to treat all individuals equally and fairly without regard to race, religion, sex, nationality or handicap” – which again merely states the department’s existing legal obligations under federal and state law.

The IACP notes that “ambiguous policy definitions and directives are of no assistance
Racial profiling thwarts effective policing because it impairs trust between police and the community.

to officers on the street and have no value for developing relationships of trust between the department and the community.\textsuperscript{58} By this standard, Amite’s, Gretna’s, and many other departments’ policies are wholly inadequate to help officers understand their roles and obligations.

Just as concerning were the responses of some agencies that revealed a disturbing lack of understanding of the serious nature of racial profiling. The Bernice Police Department sent this one-sentence response, “We have no written policies on racial profiling since we do not racially profile.” The Tickfaw Police Department has chosen to give its policy the title “Ethnics.”\textsuperscript{59} In lieu of sending any policies, the St. Charles Parish Sheriff’s Office provided materials for a 2011 training called “Officer Survival in a Culturally Diverse Community.” The curriculum, based on the work of a former-policeman-turned-Pentecostal-missionary,\textsuperscript{60} asserted that “there are seven (7) major cultural groups in existence in the world today,” one of which is the “American Underclass.” The trainer’s guide promoted dozens of racist stereotypes, such as African Americans are “verbally aggressive, competitive, and confrontational”; Latino American males “will fight if challenged, as this is what a man does”; “Arabic Americans” have a “violence potential” that is “based upon the concept of earning honor by achieving revenge”; and the “American Underclass” is “found in urban areas and inner cities living in deprived conditions” that have spawned the “‘Killing Fields’ of America.”

Another cause for concern are contracts the Denham Springs, DeRidder, and Independence police departments have entered with the private company Lexipol to write their policies. Lexipol bills itself as “America’s leading provider of defensible policies and training for public safety organizations.”\textsuperscript{61} Unfortunately, its racial profiling policy is neither defensible nor all that useful. Lexipol’s policy defines “bias-based profiling” as an “inappropriate reliance on characteristics such as race, ethnicity, [and] national origin ... as the basis for providing differing law enforcement service or enforcement.” But the policy never explains what “inappropriate reliance” means, so the policy is entirely unclear on what bias-based profiling is and what conduct is prohibited.

The SPLC also obtained a copy of the video produced by the Louisiana Department of Public Safety and Corrections that all law enforcement agencies without racial profiling policies are required to screen for their officers.\textsuperscript{62} The video, which has not been updated since 2002, contains an incomplete definition of racial profiling that also conflicts with other directives it presents.\textsuperscript{63} It also fails to provide useful examples of what actions constitute racial profiling.\textsuperscript{64} Overall, like Lexipol’s policy, the video does a poor job explaining what racial profiling is and what conduct is prohibited.
Recommendations

The state of Louisiana has failed to ensure that law enforcement agencies do not engage in racial profiling. In fact, there is strong evidence that racial profiling is widespread, even though data collection on policing remains woefully insufficient. In addition, few law enforcement agencies within the state maintain adequate policies and training opportunities to prevent racial profiling. Given these facts, we recommend the following:

For Louisiana Law Enforcement Agencies

- Adopt policies banning all forms of racial profiling. Such policies should:
  - Define racial profiling to include any reliance on a person's race, ethnicity, national origin, or color – even if the officer never reveals his/her true motivations – to determine whom to target for law enforcement action. The only exception is the “be on the lookout for” exception, in which an officer may use race, ethnicity, national origin, or color in combination with other physical characteristics to match someone to a credible, timely, and specific description of an individual suspect for a particular crime.
  - Define “reasonable suspicion” and “probable cause” and include examples of when considerations of race and ethnicity would and would not be permissible in forming reasonable suspicion and probable cause.
  - Discourage over-policing by avoiding language that calls for police to patrol “in a proactive manner” or to “aggressively investigate suspected violations of law.”
  - Implement procedures to eliminate the influence of improper bias, such as requiring officers to state the reason for the stop right away; forbidding officers from detaining someone any longer than necessary to issue a citation or investigate the original reason for the stop; and discouraging officers from making arrests for any violations for which a citation is authorized.
  - Require officers who witness improper conduct to report it and require the internal affairs division to investigate all such reports as well as complaints made by community members.
  - Mandate data collection for all stops – not just those that result in citations – and require publication and periodic review of the data to determine if racial disparities are present in stops, searches, citations, arrests, and uses of force.
  - Provide regular training to officers on the content of these policies and how racial profiling undermines effective police work.
    - The IACP identifies “meaningful training” – i.e., sessions that employ “active, scenario-based trainings” rather than “passive, lecture-based training” – as essential to eliminating racial profiling. Trainings should help officers apply legal standards to “real-life settings”; understand the “detrimental effects of racial profiling on effective policing and community relations”; “acknowledge and come to terms with any biases they may have” while developing a “fuller understanding and appreciation of different ethnic or cultural groups within their jurisdiction”; and recognize the importance of conducting police-initiated encounters with “courtesy, professionalism, and respect.” Officers should also be trained on the importance of reporting instances where they suspect a colleague has engaged in impermissible profiling.
    - One example of training that Louisiana law enforcement agencies could introduce comes from California, which requires all officers in the state to be trained on the “[n]egative impact of intentional and implicit biases, prejudices, and stereotyping on effective law enforcement”
including how “discriminatory enforcement practices have harmed police-community relations.”

- Establish mechanisms to receive, review, and respond to complaints from people who believe they have been unfairly profiled. This could include providing a sample form on the agency’s website asking the complainant to provide basic details about the encounter. Agencies should publish their procedures for how they review complaints and notify the complainant in a timely fashion about the progress of the investigation, whether the complaint is sustained or unsustained, and what disciplinary measures are taken against officers.

- Discipline officers found to have engaged in racial profiling – such as stopping or searching a disproportionate number of motorists of color compared to the driving population of the area where the officer regularly patrols – and voluntarily report these disciplinary measures to the Louisiana Uniform Law Enforcement Statewide Reporting Database administered by the Louisiana Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Criminal Justice.

**For the Louisiana Legislature**

- Require all law enforcement agencies to collect, report, and publish data on traffic and pedestrian stops, uses of force, arrests, and complaints. This would enable agencies and the public to determine whether and where racial profiling may be occurring.

- Ban racial profiling, including the use of pretextual stops, and provide a remedy for violations of the ban.
  - In criminal proceedings, the remedy should be the exclusion of all evidence obtained from a stop that violates the Fourth Amendment or the Equal Protection Clause. The Washington Supreme Court, for example, has held that the state’s constitution bars the admission of evidence obtained as a result of a pretextual stop.
  - For civil proceedings, the Legislature should enact a state-level version of the End Racial Profiling Act, which Congress has considered for several years. In particular, the Legislature should create a cause of action for plaintiffs who have been injured by racial profiling to sue for damages or declaratory or injunctive relief. The Legislature should define as *prima facie* evidence of a violation a statistically significant disparity in the law enforcement officer’s or agency’s enforcement actions (e.g., stops or searches) compared to the local driving or pedestrian population. This would allow the plaintiff to survive a motion to dismiss, and then it would be up to the officer or agency at trial to rebut the evidence by showing that the disparity can be explained by something other than persistent racial profiling. Of course, the viability of this legal test would depend on law enforcement agencies publishing reliable data on their patrols. The Legislature should also provide for attorney’s fees, costs, and expert fees if the plaintiff prevails.

- Prohibit *Terry* stops, *i.e.*, non-arrest detentions based only on reasonable suspicion of a crime, unless the officer has reasonable suspicion that the person is about to commit a *violent*
crime. Outside of the circumstance in which the officer has reasonable suspicion that a violent offense is imminent, the officer should be required to have probable cause before stopping, questioning, or frisking someone.73

- Require all law enforcement agencies to adopt effective policies, training, and disciplinary measures to eliminate racial profiling as a condition of receiving funding from the Edward Byrne Memorial Justice Assistance Grant program,74 the largest source of federal funding for state and local law enforcement.75 Specifically, the Legislature should condition receipt of federal funds on agencies adopting policies banning all forms of profiling, collecting and publishing data on officers’ enforcement actions, updating training, and reviewing and responding to complaints in a timely manner.

- Amend the state law on revocation of law enforcement officers’ certifications to authorize the Peace Officer Standards and Training Council to revoke the certification of officers who have demonstrated a track record of unjustified racial and ethnic disparities in their patrols.76 Such evidence could come from reports by law enforcement agencies to the Louisiana Uniform Law Enforcement Statewide Reporting Database77 or from a mechanism the Council could establish to receive complaints from the public.

For the Louisiana Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Criminal Justice

- Compose model policies on racial profiling and data collection and disseminate these policies to law enforcement agencies throughout the state. Model policies should contain the elements outlined above in the recommendations to law enforcement agencies.

- Promulgate regulations conditioning approval of Byrne grant applications and receipt of residual pass-through Byrne funds on law enforcement agencies adopting anti-profiling policies, collecting and publishing data on their activities, updating training, and reviewing and responding to complaints in a timely manner. The Commission could issue such regulations under its existing authorities even without a specific directive from the Legislature to impose such conditions.78
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15 These figures were calculated using the following sources: 2016 UCR Data, supra note 9, 2016 Louisiana ACS Data, supra note 11.

16 This figure was calculated using the following source: 2016 UCR Data, supra note 9.


19 In September 2005, New Mexico State Police officers reported that BRPD officers forcibly entered dwellings without warrants or exigent circumstances; slammed a car door and pepper sprayed a man who was handcuffed in the back of a patrol car; stopped and searched black motor-
the stop if the motorist’s race or ethnicity had been different, the officer has violated the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. For an example of how a traffic stop that complies with the Fourth Amendment could nevertheless violate the Equal Protection Clause, see Marshall v. Columbia Lea Regional Hosp., 345 F.3d 1157, 1166–71 (10th Cir. 2003) (“[T]he right to equal protection may be violated even if the actions of the police are acceptable under the Fourth Amendment”); see also United States v. Avery, 137 F.3d 343, 352 (6th Cir. 1997) (“The Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment provides citizens a degree of protection independent of the Fourth Amendment protection against unreasonable searches and seizures.”).


28 A long line of research into “procedural justice” has revealed that people who feel the police have treated them fairly, even when facing a citation or arrest, are much more likely to view the police as legitimate authorities and therefore more likely to cooperate with the police on subsequent, independent matters. These findings remain true across different racial and ethnic groups. See, e.g., Tom R. Tyler & Jonathan Jackson, Popular Legitimacy and Engagement, 20 Psych., Pub. Pol’y, & L. 78, 85–89 & tbls.4, 8 (2014); Tom R. Tyler & Jeffrey Fagan, Legitimacy and Cooperation: Why Do People Help the Police Fight Crime in Their Communities, 6 Ohio State J. of Crim. L. 231, 250–54 & tbls.3–4, 263–64 (2008); see generally Procedural Justice, Nat’l Initiative for Building Cmty. Trust & Just., https://trustandjustice.org/resources/intervention/procedural-justice. Guidance for federal law enforcement agencies also emphasizes the harm caused by biased policing. DOJ Guidance, supra note 27, at 1 (“Biased practices…are unfair, promote mistrust of law enforcement, and perpetuate negative and harmful stereotypes.”). And national survey data reveal large gaps in people’s trust of law enforcement between white, black, and Hispanic Americans, probably because police treat people of different races and ethnicities differently. Rich Marin & Renee Stepler, The Racial Confidence Gap in Police Performance, Pew Research Ctr. (Sept. 29, 2016), http://pewrsr.ch/2zClKm4.

29 For example, a 2012 survey of Latinx communities in the counties of Cook (Chicago), Harris (Houston), Los Angeles, and Maricopa (Phoenix)—all with large Latinx populations—revealed widespread fear that contacting police would lead to inquiries into a person’s immigration status and corresponding unwillingness to report crimes or provide tips to the police. Nik Theodore, Insecure Communities: Latinx Perceptions of Police Involvement in Immigration Enforcement, Univ. Ill. Chicago 5-6 fig.1 (May 2013), http://www.policylink.org/sites/default/files/INSECURE_COMMUNITIES_REPORT_FINALPDF.pdf. Data from Denver and Philadelphia show that reports of crime in Latinx communities fell, even relative to non-Latinx communities, between 2016 and 2017, a decrease attributed to Donald Trump’s becoming president and rising fears of deportation. Rob Arthur, Latinos in Three Cities Are Reporting Fewer Crimes Since Trump Took Office, FiveThirtyEight (May 18, 2017), http://fivethirtyeight.com/features/latinos-in-three-cities-are-reporting-fewer-crimes-since-trump-took-office/; see also Gora Engelbrecht, Fewer immigrants Are Reporting Domestic Abuse. Police Blame Fear of Deportation., N.Y. Times (June 3, 2018), https://nyti.ms/2HgbpMr.

30 Chuck Wexler, Police Chiefs Across the Country Support Sanctuary Cities Because They Keep Crime Down, L.A. Times (Mar. 6, 2017), http://www.latimes.com/opinion/op-ed/la-oe-wexler-sanctuary-cities-immigration-crime-20170306-story.html (“[P]olice chiefs warn that if their agencies are required to enforce federal immigration laws, it will hurt their ability to investigate and solve serious crimes in their communities. If people are afraid to have contact with the local police, they will not report crime, serve as witnesses, or tell police what is going on in their neighborhoods. Without information from the community, investigating crime becomes difficult and crime levels rise.”); Immigration Policy, Major Cities Chiefs Ass’l (2013), https://www.majorcitieschiefs.com/pdf/news/2013_immigration_policy.pdf (explaining that local enforcement of immigration law “undermines the trust and cooperation with immigrant communities which are essential elements of community oriented policing”).

31 See Rodriguez v. United States, 135 S. Ct. 1609 (2015) (extending a traffic stop beyond the time reasonably necessary to address the traffic violation, absent reasonable suspicion of other criminal activity, violates the Fourth Amendment); Arizona v. United States, 567 U.S. 387, 413 (2012) (“Detaining individuals solely to verify their immigration status would raise constitutional concerns.”). Suspecting that someone is in the country illegally solely because s/he looks Latinx does not constitute reasonable suspicion of unlawful presence. United States v. Brignoni-Ponce, 422 U.S. 873, 886–87 (1975) (“Even if [the Border Patrol] officers saw enough to think that the occupants were of Mexican descent, this factor alone would justify neither a reasonable belief that they were aliens, nor a reasonable belief that the car contained other aliens who were illegally in the country…”).

32 Unfortunately, data on Louisiana-based police encounters involving people of color other than African-Americans are extremely limited, so the examples that follow focus on black-white disparities in enforcement.

33 These figures were calculated using data from the following sources: 2016 UCR Data, supra note 9; 2016 Louisiana ACS Data, supra note 11.

34 Results from the 2016 National Survey on Drug Use and Health, supra note 9. Black youth (15.0%) are only slightly more likely than white youth (14.7%) to have used marijuana in their lifetimes. Id. For more on racial disparities in arrests for low-level crimes, see Paul Butler, Chokehold: Policing Black Men (New York: New Press, 2017), 61–64.

35 Of 8,916 black people whose arrests for marijuana possession in Louisiana in 2016 were reported to the FBI, 8,275, or 93%, were adults. Of 5,902 white people whose arrests for marijuana possession in Louisiana in 2016 were reported to the FBI, 5,431, or 92%, were adults. 2016 UCR Data, supra note 9.

36 The figures in the table were calculated using the following sources: 2016 UCR Data, supra note 9; 2016 Louisiana ACS Data, supra note 11.

37 This figure was calculated using the same sources as in supra note 36.

38 Gimein, supra note 14.

39 Id.

40 These figures were calculated using the following sources: 2016 UCR Data, supra note 9; 2016 Louisiana ACS Data, supra note 11.

41 This figure was calculated using the following source: 2016 UCR Data, supra note 9.
42 These figures were calculated using the following source: 2016 UCR Data, supra note 5.

43 Code of Ordinances of the City of Baton Rouge and East Baton Rouge Parish § 12:10(3).

data.


46 The FBI’s Uniform Crime Reporting program, for example, does not require reporting on arrests of Latinx people as a distinct racial or ethnic group, so many Latinx people who are arrested are coded as white in the data. This has the effect of both making it hard to know how often police make contact with Latinx people and also underestimating black-white disparities in arrest rates by artificially inflating the number of white people who are arrested. See The War on Marijuana in Black and White, American Civil Liberties Union 32-33 (June 2015), https://www.aclu.org/sites/default/files/field_document/1114413-mj-report-rfs-re1.pdf; see also Sarah Eppler-Epstein, We Don’t Know How Many Latinos Are Affected by the Criminal Justice System, Urban Inst. (Oct. 17, 2016), https://urban.is/2w0d8r6.


49 Id.


52 Protecting Civil Rights, supra note 27, at 161.

53 Departments consisting of only one officer were excluded because, according to many chiefs of police who spoke with the SPLC, these officers perform only limited functions. Many, for example, do not conduct traffic patrols. To determine the number of officers in an agency, the SPLC relied on publications by the Louisiana Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Criminal Justice, the Louisiana Association of Chiefs of Police, and phone calls and e-mail communications with select agencies. Crime in Louisiana 2016, La. Comm’n on Law En'ty & Admin. of Crim. Just., 56-60 tbl.25-27, 69 tbl.32, 72 tbl.34 (May 1, 2018), http://lcle.la.gov/programs/uploads/CLIL_2016.pdf; 2016 Directory, La. Ass’n of Chiefs of Police, https://lschiefs.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/LA-Directory_web.pdf (accessed June 18, 2018).

54 The responses to our survey are available online; a chart in the Appendix summarizes the policies’ content and rates them for whether they contain prohibitions that are broad enough to cover both types of profiling.


56 See supra notes 47-50 and accompanying text.

57 These were the Arcadia, Jeanerette, and Lake Providence Police Departments (workplace harassment); the Mansura, Moreauville, and Plaucheville Police Departments (“courtesy” policies); the Berwick Police Department (equal-employment opportunity policy); and the Lessees Police Department (summary of training hours). The Bastrop Police Department’s policy consists of a single sentence: “This policy will be governed by the Louisiana Police Sexual Harassment Policy,” which in turn governs workplace sexual harassment.

58 Protecting Civil Rights, supra note 27, at 161.

59 Ticklaw’s policy contains other problematic language, including, “It is the policy of this department to patrol in a proactive manner, to aggressively investigate suspicious persons, circumstances [sic] and to actively enforce the motor vehicle laws, while insisting that citizens will only be stopped or detained when reasonable suspicion exists to believe they have committed, are committing or about to commit an infraction of the law.” This sort of language encourages zero-tolerance- and broken-windows-style policing, in which police use any observed violation of the law to justify stopping a motorist or pedestrian. Moreover, this language misstates the legal standard for making an investigatory Terry stop. When a police officer has not observed any crime or infraction, the officer may make a Terry stop only if she thinks the suspect is involved in “criminal activity.” Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1, 30 (1968). The officer has no authority to stop a motorist based on the belief that the person is “about to” exceed the speed limit or that a pedestrian is about to “jaywalk, since these are almost always non-criminal infractions. Rather, if a person’s only wrongdoing was a non-criminal infraction, the police must have probable cause, which usually requires real-time observation of an infraction, to justify a stop. In addition, Ticklaw’s policy defines racial profiling as the “detention, or other deliberate treatment based on a person’s race or ethnic status, or characteristics.” The use of the word “deliberate” is a typo – every other policy the SPLC received that uses similar language uses the word “disparate,” not “deliberate.” Moreover, any police-initiated action like a stop, search, ticket, or arrest is a “deliberate,” as opposed to a merely accidental, action, so it does not make sense to use that word in the definition.


63 For example, the video at one point defines racial profiling as “[a]ny police-initiated action that relies upon race, ethnic, or national origin of an individual rather than the behavior of that individual or information that leads the police to a particular individual who has been identified as being engaged in or having been engaged in criminal activity.” Videotape: Not In Our Agency, 11:42-12:02, 17:14-17:34 (La. State Police 2002) (copy on file with SPLD). The problem with this definition is that it does not prohibit police actions that would be permissible under the Fourth Amendment but that would violate the Equal Protection Clause, e.g., an officer who observes many motorists of different races and ethnicities committing traffic violations but decides to pull over mostly motorists of color would be selectively enforcing the law based on race and ethnicity. Even though these traffic
stops would violate the Equal Protection Clause, the officer has not committed racial profiling as the video defines it, because the officer can point to the traffic violations—the behavior of the [sex] individual(s)—to justify each stop without ever mentioning race or ethnicity. The video subsequently states, “A trooper shall NOT use race, gender, religion, national origin, or any other variable as a discriminatory factor in selecting whom to stop, search, or initiate police actions against.” Id. at 12:06-12:18; 17:37-17:50. This is a much stronger prohibition that applies to both Fourth Amendment and Equal Protection Clause violations. But because this subsequent statement disallows conduct that the first statement would permit, the overall effect of the video is confusing.

64 The only examples the video provides come from snippets of random interviews with individual Louisiana State Police troopers in which they respond to the question, “Just what is racial profiling?” In response, one officer says nothing more than “Stereotypes,” id. at 9:56-9:58, while another says, “Think of it this way: a law enforcement officer, acting in his position of power, plus a prejudicial attitude equals the formula for discrimination, and in this case, racial profiling,” id. at 11:22-11:36.

65 Protecting Civil Rights, supra note 27, at 164.

66 Id. at 164-66.

67 Int’l Ass’n of Chiefs of Police, Unbiased Policing: Model Policy 2 (Dec. 2012) (“Officers who witness or who are aware of instances of biased policing shall report the incident to a supervisor. Also, where appropriate, officers are encouraged to intervene at the time the biased policing incident occurs.”) (copy on file with the SPLC).


69 The Louisiana State Police should amend its template form to make clear that a person cannot be prosecuted simply because the Internal Affairs Division finds a complaint to be unfounded. Rather, a person may be prosecuted only for intentionally making a criminal complaint the person knows to be false. La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 14:33.5(A) (West 2018). The current language on the LSP form, “I fully understand that any false statement I make to the State Police Internal Affairs investigators or designee, in regard to this complaint may be a violation of LRS 14:133.5,” fails to make this clear enough to justify the stop and reasonable suspicion that the person is armed and danger of committing a crime has been committed—is sufficient to enable the police to address crimes, there is no one facing imminent harm. See Renée McDonald Hutchins, “Racial Profiling: The Law, the Policy, and the Practice,” in Policing the Black Man: Arrest, Prosecution, and Incarceration, ed. Angela J. Davis (New York: Pantheon Books, 2017), 112, 124-25.


71 State v. Ladson, 979 P. 2d 833, 842-43 (Wash. 1999) (“When determining whether a given stop is pretextual, the court should consider the totality of the circumstances, including both the substantive intent of the officer as well as the objective reasonableness of the officer’s behavior.”).


73 Terry v. Ohio opened the door to racial profiling by allowing police to stop and question people without probable cause that they had committed a crime; instead, officers need to articulate only the lower standard of “reasonable suspicion” to justify the stop for reasons other than race. See Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1 (1968). The warrant requirement or another exception to the warrant requirement—e.g., probable cause that a crime has been committed—is sufficient to enable the police to address crimes, there is no one facing imminent harm. See Renée McDonald Hutchins, “Racial Profiling: The Law, the Policy, and the Practice,” in Policing the Black Man: Arrest, Prosecution, and Incarceration, ed. Angela J. Davis (New York: Pantheon Books, 2017), 112, 124-25.

74 This would be similar to the End Racial Profiling Act’s provisions that would allow the Attorney General’s (AG) grants to be used for investigating and revoking certifications for law enforcement agencies; and (2) the AG would be allowed to withhold grants to agencies that fail to adopt the law enforcement agencies’ applications for Byrne grants before they are submitted to the U.S. Department of Justice and to distribute residual pass-through funds to parish and local agencies. Therefore, the legislature should require LCLE to condition approval of applications for pass-through funding on agencies taking concrete steps to end racial profiling, Fiscal Year (FY) 2017 State Edward Byrne Memorial Justice Assistance Grant (JAG) Allocations, U.S. Dep’t of Just., Bureau of Just. Assistance, https://www.bja.gov/Funding/17JAGStateAllocations.pdf (accessed Apr. 17, 2018) ($3.2 million directly to State of Louisiana, some of which must be passed through to local agencies); 2017 Louisiana Local JAG Allocations, U.S. Dep’t of Just., Bureau of Just. Assistance, https://www.bja.gov/Programs/JAG/17JAG/17LA.pdf (accessed Apr. 17, 2018) ($1.5 million directly to local governments); 34 U.S.C.A. § 10156(b)(2) (West 2018) (direct funding from federal Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA) to parish and local law enforcement agencies); id. §§ 10156(e) (pass-through funding from state to parish and local law enforcement agencies); id. § 10156(b)(1), (c) (direct funding from BJA to state law enforcement agencies); Alexia D. Cooper, Justice Assistance Grant Program, 2016, U.S. Dep’t of Just., Bureau of Just., Stat., NCJ 250157, at 5-6 (Sept. 2016), https://www.bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/jagp16.pdf (explanation of funding allocations); Letter from Michael L. Alston, Dir., Off. for Civ. Rights, Off. of Just. Programs, U.S. Dep’t of Just., to Joseph M. Watson, Exec. Dir., La. Comm’n on Law Enf’t & Admin. of Crim. Just., 3 (May 15, 2012), https://www.fgauser.com/docs/12/8f6f5cc-0e72-11e7-8957-730a230db8c.html.


76 State v. Ladson, 979 P. 2d 833, 842-43 (Wash. 1999) (“When determining whether a given stop is pretextual, the court should consider the totality of the circumstances, including both the substantive intent of the officer as well as the objective reasonableness of the officer’s behavior.”).

77 The Council on Peace Officer Standards and Training is under LCLE’s jurisdiction. Most of the P.O.S.T. Council’s members come from LCLE, as does its staff. La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 40:2403(B)(1) (West 2018). Under current law, the P.O.S.T. Council is explicitly authorized to revoke officer certifications based on a conviction of “malfeasance in office,” 2) a conviction of an offense that restricts a person’s right to carry a firearm; 3) involuntary termination by a law enforcement agency for a civil rights violation; 4) conviction of a misdemeanor for domestic abuse battery or any felony; 5) failure to complete additional training prescribed by the Council; or 6) a judicial ruling ordering decertification. id. § 2405(J)(1)(2). For (3)-(6), the Council probably has to hold a hearing before revoking certifications on these grounds, but the law is unclear on this point. id. § (2) (“The Council on Peace Officer Standards and Training may conduct a revocation hearing to determine whether the P.O.S.T. certification of any qualified peace officer, whether employed full-time, part-time, or reserve, shall be revoked if any of the following conditions occur.”) (emphasis added)). Nothing in the current law explicitly bars the Council from revoking certifications for non-enumerated reasons, but it would be better to provide explicit authority for the Council to do this.


79 Terry v. Ohio opened the door to racial profiling by allowing police to stop and question people without probable cause that they had committed a crime; instead, officers need to articulate only the lower standard of “reasonable suspicion” to justify the stop for reasons other than race. See Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1 (1968). The warrant requirement or another exception to the warrant requirement—e.g., probable cause that a crime has been committed—is sufficient to enable the police to address crimes, there is no one facing imminent harm. See Renée McDonald Hutchins, “Racial Profiling: The Law, the Policy, and the Practice,” in Policing the Black Man: Arrest, Prosecution, and Imprisonment, ed. Angela J. Davis (New York: Pantheon Books, 2017), 112, 124-25.

80 In FY17, Louisiana law enforcement agencies received $4.7 million in Byrne grants. At least 40% of these funds must go directly to parish and municipal law enforcement agencies or be “passed through” to them by the Louisiana Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Criminal Justice (LCLE), while the remaining portion is retained by state law enforcement agencies. Federal law leaves it up to the State of Louisiana to determine whether the LCLE probably has to hold a hearing before revoking certifications on these grounds, but the law is unclear on this point. id. § (2) (“The Council on Peace Officer Standards and Training may conduct a revocation hearing to determine whether the P.O.S.T. certification of any qualified peace officer, whether employed full-time, part-time, or reserve, shall be revoked if any of the following conditions occur.”) (emphasis added)). Nothing in the current law explicitly bars the Council from revoking certifications for non-enumerated reasons, but it would be better to provide explicit authority for the Council to do this.


APPENDIX

Louisiana Law Enforcement Agencies and Racial Profiling Policies

A 2001 Louisiana statute requires law enforcement agencies either to adopt a written policy against racial profiling or to submit data about traffic citations to the Louisiana Department of Public Safety and Corrections. To determine whether they have adopted anti-profiling policies, the SPLC conducted a survey of the 331 multi-office law enforcement agencies in the state.

The following list shows the agencies that 1) have a policy that prohibits both types of racial profiling, i.e., the use of race to form unreasonable suspicion and racially selective enforcement of traffic and pedestrian laws; 2) have a policy that does not prohibit both types of profiling; 3) have no policy; and 4) did not respond to the survey. Policies that fall into the first category are not necessarily well-written or effective in explaining to officers what racial profiling is and what conduct is prohibited. The SPLC does not endorse any of the policies excerpted below.

1) POLICY ON RACIAL PROFILING? YES PROHIBITION IS BROADENOUGH? YES 112 AGENCIES

Addis Police Department
Ascension Parish Sheriff's Office
Baker Police Department
Ball Police Department
Basile Police Department
Baton Rouge City Constable's Office
Baton Rouge Metro Airport Police
Baton Rouge Police Department
Beauregard Parish Sheriff's Office
Benton Police Department
Blanchard Police Department
Bogalusa Police Department
Bossier City Police Department
Broussard Police Department
Caddo Parish Sheriff's Office
Calcasieu Parish Sheriff's Office
Cameron Parish Sheriff's Office
Carenro Police Department
Clairborne Parish Sheriff's Office
Delhi Police Department
Dixie Inn Police Department
Dodson Police Department
Doyline Police Department
Duson Police Department
East Feliciana Parish Sheriff's Office
Erath Police Department
Farmerville Police Department
Ferriday Police Department
Franklin Parish Sheriff's Office
Franklin Police Department
Franklinton Police Department
Georgetown Police Department
Golden Meadow Police Department
Gramercy Police Department
Greenwood Police Department
Hammond Police Department
Harrisonburg Police Department
Houma Police Department
Houma Police Department
Iberville Parish Sheriff's Office
Iberville Parish Sheriff's Office
Iowa Police Department
Jefferson Parish Sheriff's Office
Kentwood Police Department
Kinder Police Department
Lafayette City Marshal's Office
Lafayette Parish Sheriff's Office
Lafayette Police Department
Lafourche Parish Sheriff's Office
Lake Charles Harbor Police
Lincoln Parish Sheriff's Office
Livingston Parish Sheriff's Office
Louisiana State University
Shreveport Police Department
Louisiana Tech Police Department
LSU Health Sciences Center - Monroe
LSU Police Department
LSU Health Sciences Center
Shreveport Police Department
Madison Parish Sheriff's Office
Many Police Department
Marksville Police Department
McNeese State University Police Department
Mer Rouge Police Department
Monroe Police Department
Morehouse Parish Sheriff's Office
Morgan City Police Department
Natchitoches Parish Sheriff's Office
Natchitoches Police Department
New Orleans Police Department
Oak Grove Police Department
Oakdale Police Department
Opelousas Police Department
Orleans Levee District Police Department
Ouachita Parish Sheriff's Office
Pelican Parish Police Department
Pineville Police Department
Plaquemines Parish Sheriff's Office
Pointe Coupee Parish Sheriff's Office
Ponchatoula Police Department
Port of New Orleans Harbor Police Department
Rayville Police Department
Red River Parish Sheriff's Office
Richland Parish Sheriff's Office
Richwood Police Department
Rosedale Police Department
Ruston Police Department
Sabine Parish Sheriff's Office
Sarepta Police Department
Scott Police Department
Shreveport Police Department
Sibley Police Department
St. Francisville Police Department
St. Helena Parish Sheriff's Office
St. James Parish Sheriff's Office
St. John the Baptist Parish Sheriff's Office
St. Martin Parish Sheriff's Office
St. Tammany Parish Sheriff's Office
Sunset Police Department
Tangipahoa Parish Sheriff's Office
Tensas Parish Sheriff's Office
Tensas Basin Levee District Police Department
Terrebonne Parish Sheriff's Office
Thibodaux Police Department
Union Parish Sheriff's Office
University of Louisiana - Lafayette Police Department
University of Louisiana - Monroe Police Department
Vermilion Parish Sheriff's Office
Vernon Parish Sheriff's Office
Walker Police Department
Washington Parish Sheriff's Office
West Baton Rouge Parish Sheriff's Office
West Feliciana Parish Sheriff's Office
Woodworth Police Department
Youngsville Police Department

2) POLICY ON RACIAL PROFILING? YES PROHIBITION IS BROADENOUGH? NO 89 AGENCIES

Abbeville Police Department
Alexandria Police Department
Allen Parish Sheriff's Department
Amite Police Department
Angie Police Department
Arcadia Police Department
Assumption Parish Sheriff's Office
Avenue Police Sheriff's Office
Baldwin Police Department
Baskin Police Department
Bastrop Police Department
Bunkie Police Department
Butler Police Department
Bossier Parish Sheriff's Office
Bossier Sheriff's Office
Breaux Bridge Police Department
Catahoula Parish Sheriff's Office
Causeway Police Department
Choudrant Police Department
Church Point Police Department
Clinton Police Department
Collinsville Police Department
Covington Police Department
Delcambre Police Department
Denham Springs Police Department
DeRidder Police Department
Dubach Police Department
East Baton Rouge Parish Sheriff's Office
East Baton Rouge Police Department
East Jefferson Levee Police Department
Elizabeth Police Department
Elton Police Department
Eunice Police Department
Evangeline Parish Sheriff's Office
Glenmora Police Department
Gonzales Police Department
Grambling Police Department
Grand Coteau Police Department
Grayson Police Department
Greensburg Police Department
Gretna Police Department
Harton Police Department
Huntington Police Department
Henderson Police Department
Homera Police Department
Independence Police Department
Jackson Parish Sheriff's Office
Jean Lafitte Police Department
Jenaerette Police Department
Jonesboro Police Department
Jonesville Police Department
Kenner Police Department
Lake Arthur Police Department
Lake Charles Police Department
Lake Providence Police Department
Leesville Police Department
Livonia Police Department
Louisiana State Police
Louisiana State University - Baton Rouge Police Department
LSU Health Sciences Center - New Orleans Police Department
Mandeville Police Department
Maneville Police Department
Managh Police Department
Mansfield Police Department
Mansura Police Department
McNary Police Department

20
Montgomery Police Department
Moreauville Police Department
Nicholls State University Police Department
Northwestern State University Police Department
Pineville Marshal’s Office
Plaquemine Police Department
Pleasant Hill Police Department
Port Barre Police Department
Port Fourchon Harbor Police
Parish Sheriff’s Office
Rayne Police Department
Reeves Police Department
Slide Police Department
Southeastern Louisiana University Police Department
Southern University - New Orleans Police Department
Southern University - Shreveport St. Bernard Parish Sheriff’s Office
St. Mary Parish Sheriff’s Office
Tiptonville Police Department
Vidalia Police Department
Ville Platte Police Department
Vinton Police Department
West Monroe Police Department
Westwego Police Department
Wilson Police Department
Winn Parish Sheriff’s Office

3) NO POLICY 109 AGENCIES

Acadia Parish Sheriff’s Office
Albany Police Department
Anacoco Police Department
Arnaudville Police Department
Baton Rouge Community College Police Department
Bernice Police Department
Boyce Police Department
Brusly Police Department
Bunkie Police Department
Caddo Co. Sheriff’s Office
Campti Police Department
Cankton Police Department
Central Police Department
Chataignier Police Department
Chatham Police Department
Cheneyville Police Department
Columbia Police Department
Concordia Parish Sheriff’s Office
Cottonport Police Department
Creola Police Department
Crowley Police Department
Delgado Community College Police Department
Delta Police Department
DeQuincy Police Department
DeRidder Police Department
East Carrol Parish Sheriff’s Office
East filmmaker Police Department
Fenton Police Department
Fisher Police Department
Florien Police Department
Forest Police Department
French Settlement Police Department
Gilbert Police Department
Grand Isle Police Department
Grosse Tete Police Department
Gueldy Police Department
Hall Summit Police Department
Haynesville Police Department
Heviln Police Department
Iota Police Department
Jackson Police Department
Jefferson Davis Parish Sheriff’s Office
Jena Police Department
Jennings Police Department
Junction City Police Department
Kaplan Police Department
Killian Police Department
Krotz Springs Police Department
LaSalle Parish Sheriff’s Office
Lecompte Police Department
Leonville Police Department
Livingston Police Department
Louisiana State University - Alexandria Police Department
Lutcher Police Department
Madisonville Police Department
Mamou Police Department
Marino Police Department
Melrose Police Department
Minden Police Department
Mooring Police Department
Napoleonville Police Department
New Iberia Police Department
New Roads Police Department
Northwood Police Department
Oberlin Police Department
Oil City Police Department
Olla Police Department
Orleans Parish Sheriff’s Office
Parks Police Department
Paterson Police Department
Pine Prairie Police Department
Pioneer Police Department
Plain Dealing Police Department
Plaquemine Police Department
Pollock Police Department
Port Allen Police Department
Port Vincent Police Department
Ringgold Police Department
Robeline Police Department
Rodessa Police Department
Rosepine Police Department
Sicily Island Police Department
Slaughter Police Department
Southern University - Baton Rouge Police Department
Springfield Police Department
Springhill Police Department
St. Charles Parish Sheriff’s Office
St. Gabriel Police Department
St. Joseph Police Department
St. Landry Parish Sheriff’s Office
St. Martinville Police Department
Sterlington Police Department
Sugar Police Department
Tallulah Police Department
Tullos Police Department
Urania Police Department
Varnado Police Department
Vivian Police Department
Washington Police Department
Waterford Police Department
Webster Parish Sheriff’s Office
Welsh Police Department
West Carroll Parish Sheriff’s Office
Westlake Police Department
White Castle Police Department
Winnfield Police Department
Wisner Police Department
Zachary Police Department

4) NO RESPONSE 21 AGENCIES

Clayton Police Department
Colfax Police Department
Converse Police Department
Cotton Valley Police Department
Coushatta Police Department
Cullen Police Department
Estherwood Police Department
Grambling State University Police Department
Grant Parish Sheriff’s Office
Hessmer Police Department
Lockport Police Department
Maurice Police Department
Merryville Police Department
Maze Police Department
Natchez Police Department
Newlon Police Department
North Hodge Police Department
Roseland Police Department
Simmesport Police Department
University of New Orleans Police Department
Vivian Police Department
Waterford Police Department
Webster Parish Sheriff’s Office
Western Police Department
Zwolle Police Department
### A

**ABBEVILLE POLICE DEPARTMENT // VERNILION PARISH**  
Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **NO**  
**POLICY EXCERPTS** “A person’s race/nationality, alone, shall not be considered as sufficient to constitute probable cause nor reasonable suspicion.”

**ACADIA PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE // ACADIA PARISH**  
**NO POLICY**

**ADDIS POLICE DEPARTMENT // WEST BATON ROUGE PARISH**  
Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **YES**  
**POLICY EXCERPTS** “The detention, interdiction, or other differential treatment of any person on the basis of their racial or ethnic status or characteristics.” This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer would not have made the stop if the person were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy fails to make clear what conduct is prohibited.

**ALBANY POLICE DEPARTMENT // LIVINGSTON PARISH**  
**NO POLICY**

**ALEXANDRIA POLICE DEPARTMENT // RAPIDES PARISH**  
Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **NO**  
**POLICY EXCERPTS** Omits situations where reasonable suspicion of a traffic violation is clear but officer targets motorists of color for stops: “All investigative detentions, traffic stops, arrests, searches and seizures or forfeitures of property by officers shall be based on a standard of reasonable suspicion or probable cause, not on the racial or ethnic status of any person.”

**ALLEN PARISH SHERIFF’S DEPARTMENT // ALLEN PARISH**  
Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **NO**  
**POLICY EXCERPTS** “The stopping of individuals based solely on a common trait of a group, commonly known as ‘bias based profiling,’ is prohibited.”

**AMITE POLICE DEPARTMENT // TANGIPAHOA PARISH**  
Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **NO**  
**POLICY EXCERPTS** One sentence long: “Amite City Police Department’s policy is to follow all local, state and federal laws regarding all investigations including racial profiling.” This merely restates the department’s obligations under the Constitution; it says nothing about what racial profiling is or what conduct is prohibited.

### B

**ANGIE POLICE DEPARTMENT // WASHINGTON PARISH**  
Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **NO**  
**POLICY EXCERPTS** “Racial profiling is defined as law enforcement-initiated action based on, but not limited to, an individual’s race … ; rather than on the individual’s behavior or on information identifying the individual as having engaged in criminal activity… . Acts of Racial profiling: Acts initiating law enforcement action, such as a traffic stop, a subject stop, a search, issuance of a citation, or an arrest based solely upon an individual’s race … rather than upon the individual’s behavior … .”

**ARCADIA POLICE DEPARTMENT // BIENVILLE PARISH**  
Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **NO**  
**POLICY EXCERPTS** Sent workplace harassment policy

**ARNAUDVILLE POLICE DEPARTMENT // ST. LANDRY PARISH**  
**NO POLICY**

**ASCENSION PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE // ASCENSION PARISH**  
Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **YES**  
**POLICY EXCERPTS** “No employee shall stop, detain, or search any person when such action is motivated by race, ethnicity … .” This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of racial profiling, “‘the detention, interdiction, or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the racial or ethnic status of such individual.”

**ASSUMPTION PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE // ASSUMPTION PARISH**  
Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **NO**  
**POLICY EXCERPTS** “Bias-based Profiling - Any police-initiated action that relies upon race … rather than the behavior of that individual or information that leads the police to a particular individual who has been identified as being engaged in or having been engaged in criminal activity.”

**AVOYELLES PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE // AVOYELLES PARISH**  
Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **NO**  
**POLICY EXCERPTS** One sentence long: “Deputies shall not stop, detain, or search anyone based solely on racial characteristics, ethnicity, gender, or sexual orientation.”

**AVOYELLES PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE // VERNILION PARISH**  
**NO POLICY**

**Baker POLICE DEPARTMENT // EAST BATON ROUGE PARISH**  
Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **YES**  
**POLICY EXCERPTS** “No employee shall stop, detain, or search any person when such action is motivated by race or ethnicity … .” This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition
of racial profiling, “The detention, interdiction or other disparate
treatment of an individual on the basis of the racial or ethnic
status of such individual.”

BALDWIN POLICE DEPARTMENT // ST. MARY PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? NO
POLICY EXCERPTS “A person’s ... race, ethnicity ... or any
combination of these shall not be a factor in determining probable
cause for a traffic stop...”

BALL POLICE DEPARTMENT // RAPIDES PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICY EXCERPTS “The detention, interdiction, or other disparate
treatment of any person on the basis of their racial or ethnic
status or characteristics.” This prohibition is broad enough to
cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on
race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which
violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily
observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop
when the officer would not have made the stop if the person
were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal
Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or
further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy
fails to make clear what conduct is prohibited.

BASILE POLICE DEPARTMENT // EVANGELINE PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICY EXCERPTS “The detention, or other disparate treatment
of any person on the basis of their racial or ethnic status or
characteristics.” This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the
formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a
specific and credible suspect description), which violates
the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable
violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer
would not have made the stop if the person were white, which
violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause.
However, without any concrete examples or further elaboration
on both types of racial profiling, the policy fails to make clear
what conduct is prohibited.

BASKIN POLICE DEPARTMENT // FRANKLIN PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? NO
POLICY EXCERPTS Contained in policy on arrests, which
discusses the role of race only once, in a single sentence: “It is
the policy of the Baskin Police Department to treat all individuals
equally and fairly without regard to race, religion, sex, nationality
or handicap.” This merely restates Baskin’s obligations under the
U.S. Constitution and in no way makes clear what racial profiling
is or what conduct is prohibited.

BASTROP POLICE DEPARTMENT // MOREHOUSE PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? NO
POLICY EXCERPTS One sentence long: “This policy will be
governed by the City of Bastrop sexual harassment policy.”

BATON ROUGE CITY CONSTABLE’S OFFICE
EAST BATON ROUGE PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICY EXCERPTS Four sentences long, including “A member
shall not discriminate against or show partiality to any
person because of racial, ethnic, sexual, religious, political,
or personal prejudice.” This merely restates the Constable’s
Office’s obligations under the U.S. Constitution, so although its
prohibition is broad enough, it in no way makes clear what racial
profiling is or what conduct is prohibited.

BATON ROUGE COMMUNITY COLLEGE POLICE DEPARTMENT
EAST BATON ROUGE PARISH // NO POLICY

BATON ROUGE METRO AIRPORT POLICE
EAST BATON ROUGE PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICY EXCERPTS Contained in policy on standards of conduct:
“Airport Police Officers shall not allow their law enforcement, fire,
or first responder medical service decisions to be influenced by
race, creed, religion, national origin, sex, marital status, status
with regard to public assistance, disability, sexual orientation
or age.” However, without any concrete examples or further
elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy fails to
make clear what conduct is prohibited.

BATON ROUGE POLICE DEPARTMENT
EAST BATON ROUGE PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICY EXCERPTS “The detention, interdiction, or other disparate
treatment of individuals based solely on a common trait of
a group.” Although the definition uses the word “solely,” the
inclusion of “disparate treatment” does mean that the prohibition
is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable
suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect
description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the
use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color
for a stop when the officer would not have made the stop if the person
were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal
Protection Clause. However, the use of the word “solely” and the
lack of any concrete examples or further elaboration on both
types of racial profiling make the policy unclear as to what
conduct is prohibited.

BEAUREGARD PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE
BEAUREGARD PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICY EXCERPTS “No employee or reserve deputy shall stop,
detain or search any person when such action is motivated by
race, color, ethnicity ... ” This statement is simpler and clearer
than the policy’s definition of racial profiling, “The detention,
interdiction or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the racial or ethnic status of such individual.”

**BENTON POLICE DEPARTMENT // BOSSIER PARISH**

Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **YES**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** “No employee shall stop, detain, or search any person when such action is motivated by race, color, or ethnicity.” This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of racial profiling, “The detention, interdiction, or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the racial or ethnic status of such individual.”

**BERNICE POLICE DEPARTMENT // UNION PARISH**

**NO POLICY**

**BETHEL POLICE DEPARTMENT // RAPIDES PARISH**

**NO POLICY**

**BOIS D'ARC POLICE DEPARTMENT // LAFAYETTE PARISH**

**NO POLICY**

**BOSSIER CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT // BOSSIER PARISH**

Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **YES**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** “The detention, or other disparate treatment of any person based on their racial or ethnic status or characteristics.” This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer would not have made the stop if the person were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy fails to make clear what conduct is prohibited.

**BOSSIER PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE // BOSSIER PARISH**

Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **NO**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** “Racial profiling is the inclusion of racial or ethnic characteristics in determining whether a person is considered likely to commit a particular type of crime or illegal act... Stops or detentions based solely on race, color, or ethnicity are prohibited.”

**BOYCE POLICE DEPARTMENT // RAPIDES PARISH**

**NO POLICY**

**BREDA BRIDGE POLICE DEPARTMENT // ST. MARTIN PARISH**

Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **NO**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** “Racial Profiling - Means the act of selecting or targeting a person(s) for law enforcement contact based exclusively on the individual’s race, ethnicity, or national origin and not upon reasonable suspicion sufficient to justify law enforcement initiated action or contact.”

**BROUSSARD POLICE DEPARTMENT // LAFAYETTE PARISH**

Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **YES**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** “Agency personnel may not consider the specified characteristics [including race] except when credible, timely intelligence relevant to the locality links a person or people of a specified characteristic to a specific unlawful incident, or to specific unlawful incidents, criminal patterns, or schemes. In those circumstances, personnel may rely on these specified characteristics only in combination with other appropriate factors.” The “Professional Traffic Stops” policy defines bias-based policing as “The detention, or other disparate treatment of any person on the basis of their racial or ethnic status or characteristics.” These prohibitions are broad enough. However, the “Bias-Free Policing” policy contains a vague definition of biased policing, “The inappropriate consideration of specified characteristics in carrying out duties,” which undermines the clarity of what these policies are trying to convey.
| BRUSLY POLICE DEPARTMENT // WEST BATON ROUGE PARISH | NO POLICY |
| BUNKIE POLICE DEPARTMENT // AVOYELLES PARISH | NO POLICY |
| SPLC was informed that the policy “will be put in place.” Its text will say, “Individuals shall and will not be targeted by Law Enforcement Professional of the Bunkie Police Department due to their RACE, ETHNICITY, NATIONAL ORIGIN, and RELIGION OR FINANCIAL STATUS. People will not be humiliate or frighten by DETAINING, INTERROGATIONS AND Searches WITHOUT EVIDENCE OF CRIMINAL ACTIVITY... If an Officer is found practicing these acts, he or she will be relieved of duty.” |

| CADDO PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE // CADDO PARISH | Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES |
| POLICY EXCERPTS | “No employee shall stop, detain, or search any person when such action is motivated by race or ethnicity ...” This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of racial profiling, “The detention, interdiction or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the racial or ethnic status of such individual.” |

| CAMERON PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE // CAMERON PARISH | Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES |
| POLICY EXCERPTS | “No employee shall stop, detain or search any person when such action is motivated by race or ethnicity ...” This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of racial profiling, “The detention, interdiction or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the racial or ethnic status of such individual.” |

| CANTON POLICE DEPARTMENT // ST. LANDRY PARISH | NO POLICY |

| CATHOLIC POLICE DEPARTMENT // LAFFAYETTE PARISH | Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES |
| POLICY EXCERPTS | “No employee shall stop, detain, or search any person when such action is motivated by race, ethnicity ...” This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of racial profiling, “The detention, interdiction or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the race, ethnicity ... of such individual.” |

| CATAHOULA PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE // CATAHOULA PARISH | Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? NO |
| POLICY EXCERPTS | “Racial profiling is the act of suspecting or targeting a person of a certain race based on a stereotype about their race, rather than on individual suspicion.” (underlining in original) |

| CAUSEWAY POLICE DEPARTMENT // ST. TAMMANY PARISH | Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? NO |
| POLICY EXCERPTS | “The targeting and/or selecting individuals for enforcement action based solely on a common trait of a group, a personal bias, or prejudice based on race, ethnic background ... is prohibited.” (italics in original) |

| CENTRAL POLICE DEPARTMENT // EAST BATON ROUGE PARISH | NO POLICY |

| CHATOIGNIER POLICE DEPARTMENT // EVANGELINE PARISH | NO POLICY |

| CHATHAM POLICE DEPARTMENT // JACKSON PARISH | NO POLICY |

| CHENEYVILLE POLICE DEPARTMENT // RAPIDES PARISH | NO POLICY |

| CHUHRANT POLICE DEPARTMENT // LINCOLN PARISH | Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? NO |
| POLICY EXCERPTS | “Any police-initiated action that relies upon race, ethnicity ... rather than the behavior of that individual or information that leads the police to a particular individual who has been identified as being engaged in or having been engaged in criminal activity.” |

<p>| CHURCH POINT POLICE DEPARTMENT // ACADIA PARISH | Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? NO |
| POLICY EXCERPTS | “‘Racial profiling’ means any action initiated by law enforcement that relies upon the race, ethnicity, or national origin of an individual rather than: (1) the behavior of that individual; or (2) information that leads law enforcement to a particular individual who has been identified as being engaged in or having been engaged in criminal activity.” |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARISH SHERIFF'S OFFICE / PARISH</th>
<th>POLICY ON RACIAL PROFILING?</th>
<th>PROHIBITION IS BROAD ENOUGH?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLAIBORNE PARISH SHERIFF'S OFFICE // CLAIBORNE PARISH</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLICY EXCERPTS “No employee shall stop, detain or search any person when such action is motivated by race or ethnicity … .” This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of racial profiling, “The detention, interdiction or other disparate treatment Of [sic] an individual on the basis of the racial or ethnic status of such individual.”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLAYTON POLICE DEPARTMENT // CONCORDIA PARISH</td>
<td>NO RESPONSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLINTON POLICE DEPARTMENT // EAST FELICIANA PARISH</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLICY EXCERPTS “No officer of the Clinton Police Department will make any traffic stop or detention of any persons based solely on their race, ethnicity … .”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLFAX POLICE DEPARTMENT // GRANT PARISH</td>
<td>NO RESPONSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLLINSTON POLICE DEPARTMENT // MOREHOUSE PARISH</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLICY EXCERPTS “Targeting and/or selecting individuals for enforcement action based solely on a common trait of a group, a personal bias, or prejudice. This includes, but is not limited to, race, ethnic background … .”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLUMBIA POLICE DEPARTMENT // CALDWELL PARISH</td>
<td>NO POLICY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONCORDIA PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE // CONCORDIA PARISH</td>
<td>NO POLICY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONVERSE POLICE DEPARTMENT // SABINE PARISH</td>
<td>NO RESPONSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COTTON VALLEY POLICE DEPARTMENT // WEBSTER PARISH</td>
<td>NO RESPONSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COTTONPORT POLICE DEPARTMENT // AVOYELLES PARISH</td>
<td>NO POLICY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COUSHATTA POLICE DEPARTMENT // RED RIVER PARISH</td>
<td>NO RESPONSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVINGTON POLICE DEPARTMENT // ST. TAMMANY PARISH</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLICY EXCERPTS “The selection of individuals based solely on a trait common to a group for enforcement action. This includes, but is not limited to, race, ethnic background … .”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREOLA POLICE DEPARTMENT // GRANT PARISH</td>
<td>NO POLICY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROWLEY POLICE DEPARTMENT // ACADIA PARISH</td>
<td>NO POLICY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CULLEN POLICE DEPARTMENT // WEBSTER PARISH</td>
<td>NO RESPONSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELCAMBRE POLICE DEPARTMENT // IBERIA &amp; VERMILION</td>
<td>NO POLICY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLICY EXCERPTS “A person’s … race, ethnicity … shall not be a factor in determining probable cause for a traffic stop or detention of a pedestrian.”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELGADO COMMUNITY COLLEGE POLICE DEPARTMENT // ORLEANS PARISH</td>
<td>NO POLICY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELHI POLICE DEPARTMENT // RICHLAND PARISH</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLICY EXCERPTS “The detention or other disparate treatment of any person on the basis of their racial or ethnic status or characteristics.” This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un) reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer would not have made the stop if the person were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy fails to make clear what conduct is prohibited.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELTA POLICE DEPARTMENT // MADISON PARISH</td>
<td>NO POLICY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DENHAM SPRINGS POLICE DEPARTMENT // LIVINGSTON PARISH</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLICY EXCERPTS Proposed Lexipol policy: “An inappropriate reliance on characteristics such as race, ethnicity, national origin … as the basis for providing differing law enforcement service or enforcement.” The policy nowhere defines “inappropriate reliance.” OLD POLICY: “The detention, or other disparate treatment of any person on the basis of their racial or ethnic status or characteristics.”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEQUINCY POLICE DEPARTMENT // CALCASIEU PARISH</td>
<td>NO POLICY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
YES

Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **NO**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** Proposed Lexipol policy: “An inappropriate reliance on characteristics such as race, ethnicity, national origin ... as the basis for providing differing law enforcement service or enforcement.” The policy nowhere defines inappropriate reliance. Old policy does not mention racial profiling.

---

YES

**DESOOTO PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE** // DESOTO PARISH

**NO POLICY**

---

YES

**DIXIE INN POLICE DEPARTMENT** // WEBSTER PARISH

Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **YES**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** Provides good examples of racial profiling, including “Stopping a particular driver, who is moving with the flow of traffic, simply because of the driver’s apparent race, ethnicity or national origin”; “Detaining the driver of a vehicle based on the determination that a person of that race, ethnicity, gender ... is unlikely to own or possesses [sic] that specific make or model of vehicle”; and “Detaining an individual based on a bias profile that an individual does not belong in a specific area or place.” These examples are much more helpful than the policy’s definition of “racial or bias profiling”: “The interdiction, stopping, detention, or other disparate treatment of any person based on race, ethnicity ... .”

---

YES

**DODSON POLICE DEPARTMENT** // WINN PARISH

Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **YES**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** “Officers of this agency may consider race and ethnicity in deciding to take law enforcement action only when the employee possesses specific suspect information that is reliable and is likely to lead to the discovery of that individual,” though this is inconsistent with the policy’s definition of racial profiling, “any law enforcement-initiated action that relies upon the race or ethnicity of an individual, rather than the behavior of that individual.”

---

YES

**DOYLINE POLICE DEPARTMENT** // WEBSTER PARISH

Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **YES**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** Provides good examples of racial profiling, including “Stopping a particular driver, who is moving with the flow of traffic, simply because of the driver’s apparent race, ethnicity or national origin”; “Detaining the driver of a vehicle based on the determination that a person of that race, ethnicity, gender ... is unlikely to own or possesses [sic] that specific make or model of vehicle”; and “Detaining an individual based on a bias profile that an individual does not belong in a specific area or place.” These examples are much more helpful than the policy’s definition of “racial or bias profiling”: “The interdiction, stopping, detention, or other unequal treatment of any person based on race, ethnicity ... .”

---

YES

**DUBACH POLICE DEPARTMENT** // LINCOLN PARISH

Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **NO**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** “In the absence of a specific, credible report containing a physical description, a person’s race, ethnicity, gender or sexual orientation or any combination of these shall not be a factor in determining probable cause for an arrest or reasonable suspicion for a stop.”

---

YES

**DUSON POLICE DEPARTMENT**

ACADIA & LAFAYETTE PARISHES

Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **YES**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** “No officer shall stop, detain, or search any person when such action is motivated by race, ethnicity ... .” This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of racial profiling, “The detention, interdiction, or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the race, ethnicity ... of such individual.”

---

YES

**EAST BATON ROUGE PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE**

EAST BATON ROUGE PARISH

Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **NO**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** “any police initiated action that relies upon race, ethnicity, ... of and [sic] individual rather than the behavior of that individual or information that leads the police to a particular individual who has been identified as being engaged in or having been engaged in criminal activity”

---

YES

**EAST CAROLL PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE** // East Caroll Parish

**NO POLICY**

---

YES

**EAST FELICIANA PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE**

EAST FELICIANA PARISH

Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **YES**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** Provides good examples of racial profiling, including “Stopping a particular driver, who is speeding in a stream of traffic where other drivers are speeding because of the driver’s apparent race, ethnicity or national origin”; “Detaining the driver of a vehicle based on the determination that a person of that race, ethnicity, gender ... is unlikely to own or possesses [sic] that specific make or model of vehicle”; and “Detaining an individual based on a bias profile that an individual does not belong in a specific area or place.” These examples are much more helpful than the policy’s definition of “racial or bias profiling”: “The interdiction, stopping, detention, or other unequal treatment of any person based on race, ethnicity ... .”

---

YES

**EAST JEFFERSON LEVEE POLICE DEPARTMENT**

JEFFERSON PARISH

Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **NO**
POLICY EXCERPTS Two sentences long: “The East Jefferson Levee District Police Department’s personnel are prohibited under the penalty of administrative action up to and including dismissal, to stop [sic] any individual based solely on an individual’s race, creed, or national origin. Any stop of individuals made within the jurisdiction of the East Jefferson Levee District Police Department must be based on reasonable suspicion, requests from other law enforcement agencies, probable cause, or laws subject to enforcement by the East Jefferson Levee District.”

ELIZABETH POLICE DEPARTMENT // ALLEN PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? NO
POLICY EXCERPTS “Targeting and/or selecting individuals for enforcement action based solely on a common trait of a group, a personal bias, or prejudice. This includes, but is not limited to, race, ethnic background ….” (italics in original)

ELTON POLICE DEPARTMENT // JEFFERSON DAVIS PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? NO
POLICY EXCERPTS “Racial profiling is any law enforcement-initiated action based on an individual’s race, ethnicity, or national origin rather than on the individual’s behavior or information identifying the individual as having engaged in criminal activity.”

ERATH POLICE DEPARTMENT // VERMILION PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICY EXCERPTS “No employee shall stop, detain or search any person when such action is motivated by race, color, ethnicity ….” This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of racial profiling, “The detention, interdiction or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the racial or ethnic status of the individual.”

ESTHERWOOD POLICE DEPARTMENT // ACADIA PARISH
NO RESPONSE

EUNICE POLICE DEPARTMENT // ST. LANDRY PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? NO
POLICY EXCERPTS One sentence long: “An employee shall conform to and abide by the laws of the United States, the State of Louisiana, all other states of the United States, and subdivision thereof.” This merely restates the department’s obligations under the Constitution; it says nothing about what racial profiling is or what conduct is prohibited.

EVANGELINE PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE // EVANGELINE PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? NO
POLICY EXCERPTS “Racial profiling is any law enforcement-initiated action based on an individual’s race, ethnicity, or national origin rather than on the individual’s behavior or information identifying the individual as having engaged in criminal activity.”

FARMERVILLE POLICE DEPARTMENT // UNION PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICY EXCERPTS Provides good examples of racial profiling, including “Stopping a particular driver, who is moving with the flow of traffic, simply because of the driver’s apparent race, ethnicity or national origin”; “Detaining the driver of a vehicle based on the determination that a person of that race, ethnicity, gender ... is unlikely to own or possesses [sic] that specific make or model of vehicle”; and “Detaining an individual based on a bias profile that an individual does not belong in a specific area or place.” These examples are much more helpful than the policy’s definition of “racial or bias profiling”: “The interdiction, stopping, detention, or other unequal treatment of any person based on race, ethnicity ...”

FENTON POLICE DEPARTMENT // Jefferson Davis Parish
NO POLICY

FERRIDAY POLICE DEPARTMENT // CONCORDIA PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICY EXCERPTS Provides good examples of racial profiling, including “Stopping a particular driver who is moving with the flow of traffic simply because of the driver’s apparent race, ethnicity or national origin”; “Detaining the driver of a vehicle based on the determination that a person of that race, ethnicity, gender ... is unlikely to own or possesses [sic] that specific make or model of vehicle”; and “Detaining an individual based on a bias profile that an individual does not belong in a specific area or place.” These examples are much more helpful than the policy’s definition of “racial or bias profiling”: “The interdiction, stopping, detention, or other unequal treatment of any person based on race, ethnicity ...” (bold and italics in original).

FISHER POLICE DEPARTMENT // Sabine Parish
NO POLICY

FLORIEN POLICE DEPARTMENT // Sabine Parish
NO POLICY

FOLSOM POLICE DEPARTMENT // St. Tammany Parish
NO POLICY

FOREST HILL POLICE DEPARTMENT // Rapides Parish
NO POLICY

FRANKLIN PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE // FRANKLIN PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICY EXCERPTS “No employee shall stop, detain, or search any person when such action is motivated by race, color, ethnicity ...” This prohibition is simpler and clearer than the policy’s
definition of racial profiling, “The detention, interdiction, or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the racial or ethnic status of such individual.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLICY EXCERPTS</th>
<th>POLICY EXCERPTS</th>
<th>POLICY EXCERPTS</th>
<th>POLICY EXCERPTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Policy on racial profiling?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prohibition is broad enough?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**G**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLICY EXCERPTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Policy on racial profiling?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prohibition is broad enough?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GILBERT POLICE DEPARTMENT // Franklin Parish**

**NO POLICY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLICY EXCERPTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Policy on racial profiling?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prohibition is broad enough?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GLENMORA POLICE DEPARTMENT // Rapides Parish**

**Policy on racial profiling?** YES // Prohibition is broad enough? **NO**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** “All investigative detentions, traffic stops, arrests, searches and seizures or forfeitures of property by officers will be based on a standard of reasonable suspicion or probable cause, not on the racial or ethnic status of any person.”

**GOLDEN MEADOW POLICE DEPARTMENT**

**LAFOURCHE PARISH**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLICY EXCERPTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Policy on racial profiling?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prohibition is broad enough?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GRAMERCY POLICE DEPARTMENT // St. James Parish**

**Policy on racial profiling?** YES // Prohibition is broad enough? **YES**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** “The detention, or other disparate treatment of any person based on their racial or ethnic status or characteristics.” This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer would not have made the stop if the person were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy makes the reader do a lot of work to understand what conduct is prohibited.

**GRAMBLING STATE UNIVERSITY POLICE DEPARTMENT**

Lincoln Parish

**NO RESPONSE**

**GRAMBLING POLICE DEPARTMENT // Lincoln Parish**

**Policy on racial profiling?** YES // Prohibition is broad enough? **NO**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** Policy concerns only complaints of racial profiling and does not say what conduct is prohibited.

**GONZALES POLICE DEPARTMENT // Ascension Parish**

**Policy on racial profiling?** YES // Prohibition is broad enough? **NO**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** Contained in ethics policy, which discusses the role of race only once, in a single sentence: “Members shall not ... express any prejudice concerning race ....”

**GRANT PARISH**

**GEORGETOWN POLICE DEPARTMENT // GRANT PARISH**

**Policy on racial profiling?** YES // Prohibition is broad enough? **YES**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** “The interdiction, stopping, detention, or other unequal treatment of any person based on race, ethnicity, gender, or any combination thereof.” This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer would not have made the stop if the person were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy makes the reader do a lot of work to understand what conduct is prohibited.

**GILBERT POLICE DEPARTMENT // Franklin Parish**

**NO POLICY**

**GLENMORA POLICE DEPARTMENT // Rapides Parish**

**Policy on racial profiling?** YES // Prohibition is broad enough? **NO**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** “All investigative detentions, traffic stops, arrests, searches and seizures or forfeitures of property by officers will be based on a standard of reasonable suspicion or probable cause, not on the racial or ethnic status of any person.”

**GOLDEN MEADOW POLICE DEPARTMENT**

**LAFOURCHE PARISH**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLICY EXCERPTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Policy on racial profiling?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prohibition is broad enough?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GRAMERCY POLICE DEPARTMENT // St. James Parish**

**Policy on racial profiling?** YES // Prohibition is broad enough? **YES**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** “The detention, or other disparate treatment of any person based on their racial or ethnic status or characteristics.” This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer

**GRAMBLING STATE UNIVERSITY POLICE DEPARTMENT**

Lincoln Parish

**NO RESPONSE**

**GRAMBLING POLICE DEPARTMENT // Lincoln Parish**

**Policy on racial profiling?** YES // Prohibition is broad enough? **NO**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** Policy concerns only complaints of racial profiling and does not say what conduct is prohibited.

**GONZALES POLICE DEPARTMENT // Ascension Parish**

**Policy on racial profiling?** YES // Prohibition is broad enough? **NO**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** Contained in ethics policy, which discusses the role of race only once, in a single sentence: “Members shall not ... express any prejudice concerning race ....”

**GRANT PARISH**

**GEORGETOWN POLICE DEPARTMENT // GRANT PARISH**

**Policy on racial profiling?** YES // Prohibition is broad enough? **YES**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** “The interdiction, stopping, detention, or other unequal treatment of any person based on race, ethnicity, gender, or any combination thereof.” This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer would not have made the stop if the person were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy makes the reader do a lot of work to understand what conduct is prohibited.

**GILBERT POLICE DEPARTMENT // Franklin Parish**

**NO POLICY**

**GLENMORA POLICE DEPARTMENT // Rapides Parish**

**Policy on racial profiling?** YES // Prohibition is broad enough? **NO**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** “All investigative detentions, traffic stops, arrests, searches and seizures or forfeitures of property by officers will be based on a standard of reasonable suspicion or probable cause, not on the racial or ethnic status of any person.”

**GOLDEN MEADOW POLICE DEPARTMENT**

**LAFOURCHE PARISH**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLICY EXCERPTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Policy on racial profiling?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prohibition is broad enough?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GRAMERCY POLICE DEPARTMENT // St. James Parish**

**Policy on racial profiling?** YES // Prohibition is broad enough? **YES**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** “The detention, or other disparate treatment of any person based on their racial or ethnic status or characteristics.” This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer would not have made the stop if the person were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy makes the reader do a lot of work to understand what conduct is prohibited.

**GRAMBLING STATE UNIVERSITY POLICE DEPARTMENT**

Lincoln Parish

**NO RESPONSE**

**GRAMBLING POLICE DEPARTMENT // Lincoln Parish**

**Policy on racial profiling?** YES // Prohibition is broad enough? **NO**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** Policy concerns only complaints of racial profiling and does not say what conduct is prohibited.
Table: Policy on Racial Profiling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department Name</th>
<th>Parish</th>
<th>YES/NO</th>
<th>Prohibition is broad enough?</th>
<th>Policy Excerpts Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GRAND COTEAU POLICE DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>ST. LANDRY</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Contained in courtesy policy, which discusses the role of race only once, in a single sentence: “A member shall at all times while on duty or in uniform refrain from using coarse, violent, profane or insolent language and from voicing any bias or prejudice concerning race, religion, politics, national origin, lifestyle or similar personal characteristics.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAND ISLE POLICE DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>Jefferson Parish</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Sent Gretna Police Department’s policy on workplace harassment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRANT PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE</td>
<td>GRANT PARISH</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO POLICY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAYSON POLICE DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>CALDWELL</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>“Biased Based Profiling - Targeting and/or selecting individuals for enforcement action based solely on a common trait of a group, a personal bias, or prejudice.” (italics in original)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREENSBURG POLICE DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>ST. HELENA</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>“Any police-initiated action that relies upon race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, or national origin of an individual rather than behavior of that individual or information that leads the police to a particular individual who has been identified as being engaged in or having been engaged in criminal activity.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREYSON BAY POLICE DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>TANGIPAHOA</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO POLICY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROSE TETE POLICE DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>Iberville Parish</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO POLICY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUEYDAN POLICE DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>Vermilion Parish</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO POLICY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALL SUMMIT POLICE DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>Red River Parish</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO POLICY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRETNA POLICE DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>JEFFERSON PARISH</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Contains in policy on arrests, which discusses the role of race only once, in a single sentence: “It is the policy of the Gretna Police Department to treat all individuals equally and fairly without regard to race, religion, sex, nationality or handicap.” This merely restates the department’s obligations under the Constitution; it says nothing about what racial profiling is or what conduct is prohibited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMMOND POLICE DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>TANGIPAHOA</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>“No officer shall consider the race, ethnicity, gender, or economic status of any citizen in deciding whether to detain an individual and/or stop or search a vehicle.” This statement is simpler and clear than the policy’s definition of racial profiling, “the detention, interdiction, or other disparate treatment of an individual primarily on the basis of the racial or ethnic status of such individual.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRAHAN POLICE DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>JEFFERSON PARISH</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Any police-initiated action that relies upon race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, or national origin of an individual rather than the behavior of that individual or information that leads the police to a particular individual who has been identified as being engaged in or having been engaged in criminal activity”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRISONBURG POLICE DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>CATAHOULA PARISH</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>“Members of the department shall not act in such a manner as to deprive any member of the community of the equal protection of the laws, and shall not evidence bias in the performance of their duties. This regulation is intended to prohibit omissions, as well as specific actions which are based on citizens’ race, color, sex, age, handicap, national origin, sexual orientation, political or fraternal affiliation, or economic status.” Although the policy’s prohibition is broad enough in the sense</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RACIAL PROFILING IN LOUISIANA**
that it covers the U.S. Constitution, the policy in no way makes clear what racial profiling is and what conduct is prohibited.

**HAUGHTON POLICE DEPARTMENT** // BOSSIER PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? NO
**POLICY EXCERPTS** “The inclusion of racial or ethnic characteristics in determining whether a person is considered likely to commit a particular type of crime or illegal act”

**HAYNESVILLE POLICE DEPARTMENT** // Claiborne Parish
NO POLICY

**HENDERSON POLICE DEPARTMENT** // ST. MARTIN PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? NO
**POLICY EXCERPTS** Contained in ethics policy, which discusses the role of race only once, in a single sentence: “Race, color, religion, age, sex, political beliefs or other personal opinions shall not interfere with the equal administration of justice to all citizens within this jurisdiction.” This merely restates the department’s obligations under the Constitution; it says nothing about what racial profiling is or what conduct is prohibited.

**HESSMER POLICE DEPARTMENT** // AVOYELLES PARISH
NO POLICY

**HODGE POLICE DEPARTMENT** // JACKSON PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
**POLICY EXCERPTS** “The detention or other disparate treatment of any person on the basis of their racial or ethnic status or characteristics.” This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer would not have made the stop if the person were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy fails to make clear what conduct is prohibited.

**HOUMA POLICE DEPARTMENT** // TERREBONNE PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
**POLICY EXCERPTS** “The detention, or other disparate treatment of any person on the basis of their racial or ethnic status or characteristics.” This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer would not have made the stop if the person were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy fails to make clear what conduct is prohibited.

**IBERIA PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE** // IBERIA PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
**POLICY EXCERPTS** “No Deputy shall stop, detain or search any person when such action is motivated by race, color, ethnicity, age, gender or sexual orientation.” This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of racial profiling, “Selection for detention, interdiction or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the racial or ethnic status of such individual.”

**IBERVILLE PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE** // IBERVILLE PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
**POLICY EXCERPTS** “[T]he detention, interdiction or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the racial or ethnic status of such individual.” This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer would not have made the stop if the person were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy fails to make clear what conduct is prohibited.

**INDEPENDENCE POLICE DEPARTMENT**
**TANGIPAHOA PARISH**
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? NO
**POLICY EXCERPTS** Uses Lexipol policy: “An inappropriate reliance on characteristics such as race, ethnicity, national origin ... as the basis for providing differing law enforcement service or enforcement.” The policy nowhere defines “inappropriate reliance.”
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Police Department</th>
<th>Parish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IOTA POLICE DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>ACADIA PARISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO POLICY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOWA POLICE DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>CALCASIEU PARISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy on racial profiling? YES</td>
<td>Prohibition is broad enough? YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLICY EXCERPTS Provides good examples of racial profiling, including “Stopping a particular driver who is moving with the flow of traffic simply because of the driver’s apparent race, ethnicity or national origin”; “Detaining the driver of a vehicle based on the determination that a person of that race, ethnicity, gender ... is unlikely to own or possesses [sic] that specific make or model of vehicle”; and “Detaining an individual based on a bias profile that an individual does not belong in a specific area or place.” These examples are much more helpful than the policy’s definition of “racial or bias profiling”: “The interdiction, stopping, detention, or other unequal treatment of any person based on race, ethnicity ...”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JACKSON POLICE DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>JACKSON PARISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO POLICY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JACKSON PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE</td>
<td>JACKSON PARISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy on racial profiling? YES</td>
<td>Prohibition is broad enough? NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLICY EXCERPTS “Any police-initiated action that relies upon race, ethnicity ... rather than the behavior of that individual or information that leads the police to a particular individual who has been identified as being engaged in or having been engaged in criminal activity”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEAN LAFITTE POLICE DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>JEFFERSON PARISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy on racial profiling? YES</td>
<td>Prohibition is broad enough? NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLICY EXCERPTS One sentence long: “A member shall not discriminate against or show partiality to any person, because of racial or ethnic, religious, political, or personal prejudice.” This merely restates the department's obligations under the Constitution; it says nothing about what racial profiling is or what conduct is prohibited.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JENNERETTE POLICE DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>IBERIA PARISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy on racial profiling? YES</td>
<td>Prohibition is broad enough? NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLICY EXCERPTS Sent workplace harassment policy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEFFERSON DAVIS PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE</td>
<td>JEFFERSON PARISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEFFERSON DAVIS PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE</td>
<td>NO POLICY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEFFERSON PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE</td>
<td>JEFFERSON PARISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy on racial profiling? YES</td>
<td>Prohibition is broad enough? YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLICY EXCERPTS “The detention, interdiction or other disparate treatment of any person on the basis of their racial, ethnic, religious affiliation or gender-based status or characteristics.” This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer would not have made the stop if the person were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy fails to make clear what conduct is prohibited.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JENA POLICE DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>LASALLE PARISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO POLICY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JENNINGS POLICE DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>JEFFERSON DAVIS PARISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JONESBORO POLICE DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>JACKSON PARISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy on racial profiling? YES</td>
<td>Prohibition is broad enough? NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLICY EXCERPTS “any law enforcement-initiated action that relies upon the race or ethnicity of an individual, rather than the behavior of that individual”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JONESVILLE POLICE DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>CATAHOULA PARISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy on racial profiling? YES</td>
<td>Prohibition is broad enough? NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLICY EXCERPTS Will adopt Vidalia’s policy: “All investigative detentions, traffic stops, arrests, searches and seizures or forfeitures of property by officers shall be based on a standard of reasonable suspicion or probable cause, not on the racial or ethnic status of any person.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUNCTION CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>CLAIBORNE PARISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO POLICY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAPLAN POLICE DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>VERMILION PARISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO POLICY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KENNER POLICE DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>JEFFERSON PARISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy on racial profiling? YES</td>
<td>Prohibition is broad enough? NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLICY EXCERPTS “Targeting and/or selecting individuals for enforcement action based solely on a common trait of a group, a personal bias, or prejudice. This includes, but is not limited to, race, ethnic background ...” (italics in original)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KENTWOOD POLICE DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>TANGIPAHOA PARISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy on racial profiling? YES</td>
<td>Prohibition is broad enough? YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| POLICY EXCERPTS “The detention, interdiction or other disparate
treatment of individuals based solely on a common trait of a group. This includes race, ethnic background ...” This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer would not have made the stop if the person were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy fails to make clear what conduct is prohibited.

KILLIAN POLICE DEPARTMENT // LIVINGSTON PARISH
NO POLICY

KINDER POLICE DEPARTMENT // ALLEN PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES

POLICY EXCERPTS Sent draft policy. Provides good examples of racial profiling, including “stopping a particular driver, who is moving with the flow of traffic, simply because of the driver’s apparent race, ethnicity or national origin”; “Detaining the driver of a vehicle based on the determination that a person of that race, ethnicity, gender ... is unlikely to own or possesses [sic] that specific make or model of vehicle”; and “Detaining an individual based on a bias profile that an individual does not belong in a specific area or place.” These examples are much more helpful than the policy’s definition of “racial or bias profiling”: “The interdiction, stopping, detention, or other unequal treatment of any person based on race, ethnicity ...”

KROTZ SPRINGS POLICE DEPARTMENT
ST. LANDRY PARISH // NO POLICY

L

LAFAYETTE CITY MARSHAL’S OFFICE // LAFAYETTE PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES

POLICY EXCERPTS “No officer shall stop, detain, or search any person when such action is motivated by race, ethnicity ...” This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of bias-based profiling, “The detention, interdiction, or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the race, ethnicity ... of such individual.”

LAFAYETTE PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE // LAFAYETTE PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES

POLICY EXCERPTS “No officer shall stop, detain, or search any person when such action is motivated by race, ethnicity ...” This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of bias-based profiling, “The detention, interdiction, or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the race, ethnicity ... of such individual.”

LAFAYETTE PARK POLICE DEPARTMENT // LAFAYETTE PARISH
NO POLICY

LAFAYETTE POLICE DEPARTMENT // LAFAYETTE PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES

POLICY EXCERPTS “The detention, interdiction, or other disparate treatment of individuals based solely on a common trait of a group. This includes race, ethnic background ...” This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer would not have made the stop if the person were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy fails to make clear what conduct is prohibited.

LAFOURCHE PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE // LAFOURCHE PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES

POLICY EXCERPTS “No employee shall stop, detain or search any person when such action is motivated by race, color, ethnicity ...” This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of bias-based profiling, “the detention, interdiction, or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the racial or ethnic status of such individual.”

LAKE ARTHUR POLICE DEPARTMENT // JEFFERSON DAVIS
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? NO

POLICY EXCERPTS “Officers shall actively enforce local, state and federal laws in a responsible and professional manner without regard to race, ethnicity or national origin. Officers are strictly prohibited from engaging in racial profiling as defined in this policy [it is nowhere defined]. This policy shall be applicable to all persons, whether drivers, passengers or pedestrians.”

LAKE CHARLES HARBOR POLICE // CALCASIEU PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES

POLICY EXCERPTS Provides good examples of racial profiling, including “Stopping a particular driver who is speeding in a stream of traffic where most other drivers are speeding because of the cited driver’s race, ethnicity or national origin”; “Detaining the driver of a vehicle based on the determination that a person of that race, ethnicity, gender ... is unlikely to own or possess that specific make or model of vehicle”; and “Detaining an individual based upon the determination that a person of that race, ethnicity or national origin does not belong in a specific Port owned property or any streets or approaches thereto.” These examples are much more helpful than the policy’s definition of racial profiling, “A law enforcement-initiated action based on an individual's race, ethnicity, or national origin rather than on the
individual's behavior or on information identifying the individuals as having engaged in criminal activity"—especially because this definition is not broad enough to cover pretextual stops that violation the Equal Protection Clause because the officer was motivated by race.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLICY EXCERPTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“The selection of individuals based solely on a trait common to a group for enforcement action. These traits include but are not limited to race, color, ethnic background ... ”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLICY EXCERPTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“The detention, or other disparate treatment of any person on the basis of their racial or ethnic status or characteristics.” This is a typo and should be “disparate.” Because the policy as written does not clearly prohibit disparate treatment based on race, its prohibition is not broad enough to cover both types of racial profiling.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLICY EXCERPTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“The detention, or other disparate treatment of any person on the basis of their racial or ethnic status or characteristics.” This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer would not have made the stop if the person were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy fails to make clear what conduct is prohibited.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLICY EXCERPTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“No employee shall stop, detain or search any person which [sic] such action is motivated by race or ethnicity ... ” This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of racial profiling, “The detention, interdiction or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the racial or ethnic status of such individual.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLICY EXCERPTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Any police-initiated action that relies upon race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, or national origin of an individual rather than the behavior of that individual or information that leads the police to a particular individual who has been identified as being engaged in or having been engaged in criminal activity”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLICY EXCERPTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“targeting and/or selecting individuals for enforcement action based solely on an individual’s race, ethnicity ... ”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLICY EXCERPTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“The detention, interdiction or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the racial or ethnic status of such individual.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLICY EXCERPTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“No employee shall stop, detain or search any person which [sic] such action is motivated by race or ethnicity ... ” This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of racial profiling, “The detention, interdiction or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the racial or ethnic status of such individual.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLICY EXCERPTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“The detention, or other disparate treatment of any person on the basis of their racial or ethnic status or characteristics.” This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer would not have made the stop if the person were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy fails to make clear what conduct is prohibited.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LOUISIANA TECH POLICE DEPARTMENT // LINCOLN PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICY EXCERPTS “The detention or other disparate treatment of any person on the basis of their racial or ethnic status or characteristics.” This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer would not have made the stop if the person were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy fails to make clear what conduct is prohibited.

LSU HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER - MONROE POLICE DEPARTMENT // OUACHITA PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICY EXCERPTS “The detention or other disparate treatment of any persons on the basis of their racial or ethnic status or characteristics.” This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer would not have made the stop if the person were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy fails to make clear what conduct is prohibited.

LSU HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER - NEW ORLEANS POLICE DEPARTMENT // Orleans Parish
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? NO
POLICY EXCERPTS “[W]hile the University Police will continue to proactively patrol, investigate, respond, assist, and protect the citizens in its jurisdiction, the department does not and shall not encourage, condone, submit to, or allow racial profiling and/or any related nefarious activities by any of its personnel.” This is the only mention of race in the policy, which nowhere defines racial profiling or explains what specific conduct is prohibited.

LSU HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER - SHREVEPORT POLICE DEPARTMENT // Caddo Parish
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICY EXCERPTS “The detention or other disparate treatment of any persons on the basis of their racial or ethnic status or characteristics.” This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer would not have made the stop if the person were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy fails to make clear what conduct is prohibited.

MADISON PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE // MADISON PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICY EXCERPTS “No employee shall stop, detain or search any person when such action is motivated by race or ethnicity … .” This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of racial profiling, “The detention, interdiction or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the racial or ethnic status of such individual.”

MADISONVILLE POLICE DEPARTMENT
ST. TAMMANY PARISH // NO POLICY

MAMOU POLICE DEPARTMENT // EVANGELINE PARISH
NO POLICY

MANDERVILLE POLICE DEPARTMENT // ST. TAMMANY PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? NO
POLICY EXCERPTS “The selection of individuals based solely on a trait common to a group for enforcement action. This includes, but is not limited to, race, ethnic background … .”

MANGHAM POLICE DEPARTMENT // RICHLAND PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? NO
POLICY EXCERPTS Missing first pages of the policy. “[R]ace … shall not be a factor in determining … reasonable suspicion for a stop.”

MANSFIELD POLICE DEPARTMENT // DESOTO PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? NO
POLICY EXCERPTS “No employee’s enforcement action, inaction or degree of severity shall be influenced by malice or vengeance or because of [sic] prejudice based upon race ….” An officer need not be motivated by malice or vengeance on the basis of race to engage in racial profiling. Even casual prejudice on the basis of race that motivates the officer to make a stop qualifies as racial profiling if the officer has manufactured unreasonable suspicion or is making the stop after the person commits an easily observable violation but the officer would not have made the stop if the person had been white.
 detentions and traffic enforcement shall not result from profiling but will only take place as a result of the legitimate enforcement of municipal ordinances and State laws."

**MCNEESE STATE UNIVERSITY POLICE DEPARTMENT**
**CALCASIEU PARISH**
Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **YES**
**POLICY EXCERPTS** "No employee shall stop, detain or search any person, seize any property or initiate asset forfeiture proceedings, when such action is motivated by race ... ." This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of racial profiling, “The detention, interdiction or other disparate treatment of an individual based solely upon the racial, ethnic, religious or national origin status of such individual.”

**MELVILLE POLICE DEPARTMENT** // ST. LANDRY PARISH
**NO POLICY**

**MER ROUGE POLICE DEPARTMENT** // MOREHOUSE PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **YES**
**POLICY EXCERPTS** Provides good examples of racial profiling, including “Stopping a particular driver, who is moving with the flow of traffic, simply because of the driver’s apparent race, ethnicity or national origin”; “Detaining the driver of a vehicle based on the determination that a person of that race, ethnicity, gender ... is unlikely to own or possess [sic] that specific make or model of vehicle”; and “Detaining an individual based on a bias profile that an individual does not belong in a specific area or place.” These examples are much more helpful than the policy’s definition of “racial or bias profiling”: “The interdiction, stopping, detention, or other unequal treatment of any person based on race, ethnicity ... “

**MERRYVILLE POLICE DEPARTMENT** // BEAUREGARD PARISH
**NO RESPONSE**

**MINDEN POLICE DEPARTMENT** // WEBSTER PARISH
**NO POLICY**

**MONROE POLICE DEPARTMENT** // OUACHITA PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **YES**
**POLICY EXCERPTS** Provides good examples of racial profiling, including “Detaining a driver who is speeding in a stream of traffic, where other drivers are speeding, because of the driver’s race, ethnicity, or national origin”; “Detaining the driver of a vehicle based on the determination that a person of that race, ethnicity, or national origin is unlikely to own or possess that specific make or vehicle”; and “Detaining an individual based on the determination that a person of that race, ethnicity, or national origin does not belong in a specific part of town or a specific place.” These examples are much more helpful than the policy’s definition of bias-based profiling: “The detention, interdiction, search or seizure of any person based upon the
MONTGOMERY POLICE DEPARTMENT // GRANT PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? NO
POLICY EXCERPTS “any law enforcement-initiated action that relies upon the race or ethnicity of an individual, rather than the behavior of that individual”

MOORINGSPORT POLICE DEPARTMENT // CADDO PARISH
NO POLICY

MOREAUVILLE POLICE DEPARTMENT // AVOYELLES PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? NO
POLICY EXCERPTS Sent “Courtesy” policy, which mentions race once: “A member shall at all times while on duty or in uniform refrain from using coarse, violent, profane or insolent language and from voicing any bias or prejudice concerning race, religion, politics, national origin, lifestyle or similar personal characteristics.”

MOREHOUSE PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE
MOREHOUSE PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICY EXCERPTS “No member shall stop, detain or search any person when such action is motivated by race ...” This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of racial profiling, “the detention, interdiction, or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the racial or ethnic status of such individual.”

MORGAN CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT // ST. MARY PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICY EXCERPTS “Officers shall not consider individual demographics when performing law enforcement duties or performing police services except when ... such characteristics are part of a specific suspect description.” This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of biased profiling, “Discrimination in the performance of law enforcement duties or delivery of police services, based on personal prejudices or partiality of officers toward classes of individuals or persons based on individual demographics.”

NAPOLÉONVILLE POLICE DEPARTMENT
ASSUMPTION PARISH // NO POLICY

NATCHEZ POLICE DEPARTMENT // NATCHEZ PARISH
NO RESPONSE

NATCHEZ PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE
NATCHEZ PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICY EXCERPTS “No employee shall stop, detain or search any person when such action is motivated by race ...” This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of racial profiling, “The detention, interdiction or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the racial or ethnic status of such individual.”

NATCHEZ POLICE DEPARTMENT
NATCHEZ PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICY EXCERPTS “The interdiction, stopping, detention, or other unequal treatment of any person based on race, ethnicity, gender, or any combination thereof.” This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer would not have made the stop if the person were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy fails to make clear what conduct is prohibited.

NEW LLANO POLICE DEPARTMENT // VERNON PARISH
NO POLICY

NEW ORLEANS POLICE DEPARTMENT // ORLEANS PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICY EXCERPTS In “Bias Free Policing” policy: “Actual or perceived race, color, ethnicity ... shall not be a motivating factor to any degree in any law enforcement decision, including the decision to take no action, or in the selection or rejection of particular tactics and strategies.” It’s unfortunate that the same policy later defines bias-based policing as an “inappropriate reliance, to any degree on characteristics, whether actual or perceived, such as race ... in deciding whether to take law enforcement action or to provide any form or type of service. Inappropriate reliance includes selecting an individual for law enforcement contact or police action, including a stop, use of force, detention, search, issuance of citation, or arrest, based on any of the characteristics listed above as well as the selective enforcement or non-enforcement of the law, i.e., discriminatory policing or ‘profiling.’” This prohibition is not as clear as the first statement.

NEW ROADS POLICE DEPARTMENT // POINTE COUPEE PARISH
NO POLICY

NEWELLTON POLICE DEPARTMENT // TENSAS PARISH
NO RESPONSE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLICIES</th>
<th>PARISHES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>NICOLLS STATE UNIVERSITY POLICE DEPARTMENT</strong></td>
<td>LAFOURCHE PARISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy on racial profiling? <strong>YES</strong></td>
<td>Prohibition is broad enough? <strong>NO</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>POLICY EXCERPTS</strong> “any law enforcement-initiated action that relies upon the race or ethnicity of an individual, rather than the behavior of that individual”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NORTH HODGE POLICE DEPARTMENT</strong></td>
<td>JACKSON PARISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO RESPONSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NORTHWESTERN STATE UNIVERSITY POLICE DEPARTMENT</strong></td>
<td>NATCHITOCHES PARISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy on racial profiling? <strong>YES</strong></td>
<td>Prohibition is broad enough? <strong>NO</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>POLICY EXCERPTS</strong> “The practice of stopping or detaining any individual(s) based solely upon the individual(s)’ membership in a protected class of people without any individualized suspicion of the person being stopped.” The policy nowhere specifies who belongs to a “protected class of people.” The policy uses the sole-factor definition and therefore fails to prohibit profiling that would be illegal under the Equal Protection Clause. Later, the policy states, “While the practice of racial profiling is strictly prohibited, it is recognized that race or ethnicity may be legitimately considered by an officer [sic] in combination with other legitimate factors to establish reasonable suspicion or probable cause (e.g., suspect description is limited to a specific race or group.).” Although it is true that race may be considered in combination with other physically identifying characteristics, the example is misleading, because a suspect belonging to a particular race is not sufficient reason to stop people just because they also belong to the suspect’s race.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NORWOOD POLICE DEPARTMENT</strong></td>
<td>EAST FELICIANA PARISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO POLICY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OAK GROVE POLICE DEPARTMENT</strong></td>
<td>WEST CARROLL PARISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy on racial profiling? <strong>YES</strong></td>
<td>Prohibition is broad enough? <strong>YES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>POLICY EXCERPTS</strong> “No employee shall stop, detain, or search any person when such action is motivated by race or ethnicity...” This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of racial profiling, “The detention, interdiction, or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the racial or ethnic status of such individual.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OAKDALE POLICE DEPARTMENT</strong></td>
<td>ALLEN PARISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy on racial profiling? <strong>YES</strong></td>
<td>Prohibition is broad enough? <strong>YES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>POLICY EXCERPTS</strong> “The detention, or other disparate treatment of any person on the basis of their racial or ethnic status or characteristics.” This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer would not have made the stop if the person were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy fails to make clear what conduct is prohibited.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OBERLIN POLICE DEPARTMENT</strong></td>
<td>ALLEN PARISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO POLICY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OIL CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT</strong></td>
<td>CADDO PARISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO POLICY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OLLA POLICE DEPARTMENT</strong></td>
<td>LASALLE PARISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO POLICY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OPELOUSAS POLICE DEPARTMENT</strong></td>
<td>ST. LANDRY PARISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy on racial profiling? <strong>YES</strong></td>
<td>Prohibition is broad enough? <strong>YES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>POLICY EXCERPTS</strong> “The detention, or other disparate treatment of any person on the basis of their racial or ethnic status or characteristics.” This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer would not have made the stop if the person were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy fails to make clear what conduct is prohibited.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ORLEANS LEVEE DISTRICT POLICE DEPARTMENT</strong></td>
<td>ORLEANS PARISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy on racial profiling? <strong>YES</strong></td>
<td>Prohibition is broad enough? <strong>YES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>POLICY EXCERPTS</strong> “The detention, interdiction, or other disparate treatment of any person on the basis of their racial or ethnic status or characteristics.” This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer would not have made the stop if the person were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy fails to make clear what conduct is prohibited.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ORLEANS PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE</strong></td>
<td>ORLEANS PARISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO POLICY</td>
<td>But disclaims conducting traffic stops</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OUACHITA PARISH SHERIFF'S OFFICE // OUACHITA PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICY EXCERPTS “No employee shall stop, detain, or search any
person when such action is motivated by race, color, ethnicity ... “
This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition
of racial profiling, “The detention, interdiction or other disparate
treatment of an individual on the basis of the racial or ethnic
status of such individual.”

POLICY EXCERPTS

Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICE EXCERPTS Provides good examples of racial profiling,
including “Stopping a particular driver who is speeding in a
stream of traffic where other drivers are speeding because of the
driver’s apparent race, ethnicity or national origin”; “Detaining
the driver of a vehicle based on the determination that a person
of that race, ethnicity, gender ... is unlikely to own or possesses
[sic] that specific make or model of vehicle”; and “Detaining
an individual based on a bias profile that an individual does
not belong in a specific area or place.” These examples are
much more helpful than the policy’s definition of “racial or bias
profiling”: “The interdiction, stopping, detention, or other unequal
treatment of any person based on race, ethnicity ... “

PARKS POLICE DEPARTMENT // ST. MARTIN PARISH
NO POLICY

PATTERSON POLICE DEPARTMENT // ST. MARY PARISH
NO POLICY

PEARL RIVER POLICE DEPARTMENT // ST. TAMMANY PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICY EXCERPTS Provides good examples of racial profiling,
including “Stopping a particular driver who is speeding in a
stream of traffic where other drivers are speeding because of the
driver’s apparent race, ethnicity or national origin”; “Detaining
the driver of a vehicle based on the determination that a person
of that race, ethnicity, gender ... is unlikely to own or possesses
[sic] that specific make or model of vehicle”; and “Detaining
an individual based on a bias profile that an individual does
not belong in a specific area or place.” These examples are
much more helpful than the policy’s definition of “racial or bias
profiling”: “The interdiction, stopping, detention, or other unequal
treatment of any person based on race, ethnicity ... “

PINE PRAIRIE POLICE DEPARTMENT // EVANGELINE PARISH
NO POLICY

PINEVILLE MARSHAL’S OFFICE // RAPIDES PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? NO
POLICY EXCERPTS // Sent what may be only the first page of
their policy, because it just has the “Purpose” and “Discussion”
sections. The only thing it says about racial profiling is “The
purpose of this policy is to unequivocally state that racial and
ethnic profiling in law enforcement are totally unacceptable...”

PINEVILLE POLICE DEPARTMENT // RAPIDES PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICY EXCERPTS “The detention, interdiction, or other disparate
treatment of any person on the basis of their racial or ethnic
status or characteristics.” This prohibition is broad enough to
cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on
race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which
violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily
observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop
when the officer would not have made the stop if the person
were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal
Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or
further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy
fails to make clear what conduct is prohibited.

POLICY EXCERPTS

Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? NO
POLICY EXCERPTS Sent “courtesy” section, which mentions race
once: “A member shall at all times while on duty or in uniform
refrain from...voicing any bias or prejudice concerning race...”

PLEASANT HILL POLICE DEPARTMENT // SABINE PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? NO
POLICY EXCERPTS Policy contains content only on complaints
about racial profiling. It nowhere prohibits racial profiling.

POINTE COUPEE PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE
POINTE COUPEE PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICY EXCERPTS “No employee shall stop, detain or search any
person when such action is motivated by race or ethnicity.” This
statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of
racial profiling, “The detention, interdiction or other disparate
treatment of an individual on the basis of the racial or ethnic
status of such individual.”

POLICY EXCERPTS

Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? NO
POLICY EXCERPTS This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of
racial profiling, “The detention, interdiction or other disparate
treatment of an individual on the basis of the racial or ethnic
status of such individual.”
| POLLOCK POLICE DEPARTMENT // GRANT PARISH | NO POLICY |
| PONCHATOULA POLICE DEPARTMENT | TANGIPAHOA PARISH |
| Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **YES** |
| POLICY EXCERPTS “No officer shall consider the race, ethnicity, gender, or economic status of any citizen in deciding whether to detain an individual and/or stop or search a vehicle.” This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of racial profiling, “the detention, interdiction, or other disparate treatment of an individual primarily on the basis of the racial or ethnic status of such individual.” |

| PORT ALLEN POLICE DEPARTMENT // WEST BATON ROUGE | NO POLICY |

| PORT BARRE POLICE DEPARTMENT // ST. LANDRY PARISH |
| Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **NO** |
| POLICY EXCERPTS Sent what may be only the first page of their “Traffic Stops” policy, because it contains only the “Purpose” and “Discussion” sections. The only thing it says about racial profiling is “The purpose of this policy is to unequivocally state that racial and ethnic profiling in law enforcement are totally unacceptable ...” |

| PORT FOURCHON HARBOR POLICE // LAFOURCHE PARISH |
| Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **NO** |
| POLICY EXCERPTS “[R]ace ... will not be a factor in determining ... reasonable suspicion for a stop.” |

| PORT OF NEW ORLEANS HARBOR POLICE DEPARTMENT | ORLEANS PARISH |
| Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **YES** |
| POLICY EXCERPTS “The detention, interdiction, or other disparate treatment of any person on the basis of their racial or ethnic status or characteristics.” This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer would not have made the stop if the person were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy fails to make clear what conduct is prohibited. |

| PORT VINCENT POLICE DEPARTMENT // LIVINGSTON PARISH | NO POLICY |

| RAPIDES PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE // RAPIDES PARISH |
| Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **NO** |
| POLICY EXCERPTS Three sentences long: “The Purpose of this Policy is to ensure that race, ethnicity, age, gender, or sexual orientation shall not be the sole basis for the detention, interdiction or other disparate treatment of any individual by any employee of the Rapides Parish Sheriff’s Office. This order shall apply to all members of the Rapides Parish Sheriff’s Office. It shall be the policy of the Rapides Parish Sheriff’s Office to prevent and prohibit the practice of racial profiling and/or other discriminatory practice(s) by employees of this office.” |

| RAYNE POLICE DEPARTMENT // ACADIA PARISH |
| Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **NO** |
| POLICY EXCERPTS “any action initiated by law enforcement that relies upon the race, ethnicity, or national origin of an individual rather than: (1) the behavior of that individual; or (2) information that leads law enforcement to a particular individual who has been identified as being engaged in or having been engaged in criminal activity.” |

| RAYVILLE POLICE DEPARTMENT // RICHLAND PARISH |
| Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **YES** |
| POLICY EXCERPTS “The detention, or other disparate treatment of any person on the basis of their racial or ethnic status or characteristics.” This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer would not have made the stop if the person were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy fails to make clear what conduct is prohibited. |

<p>| RED RIVER PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE // RED RIVER PARISH |
| Policy on racial profiling? <strong>YES</strong> // Prohibition is broad enough? <strong>YES</strong> |
| POLICY EXCERPTS “The detention, interdiction, or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the racial or ethnic status of such individual.” This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer would not have made the stop if the person were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy fails to make clear what conduct is prohibited. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Police Department</th>
<th>Parish</th>
<th>Policy on racial profiling?</th>
<th>Prohibition is broad enough?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REEVES POLICE DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>ALLEN PARISH</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RICHLAND PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE</td>
<td>RICHLAND PARISH</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RICHWOOD POLICE DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>OUACHITA PARISH</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RODES EA POLICE DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>CADD O PARISH</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROSEPINE POLICE DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>VERNON PARISH</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROSELAND POLICE DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>TANGIPAH OA PARISH</td>
<td>NO RESPONSE</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUSTON POLICE DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>LINCOLN PARISH</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SABINE PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE</td>
<td>SABINE PARISH</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAREPTA POLICE DEPARTMENT</td>
<td>WEBSTER PARISH</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fails to make clear what conduct is prohibited.

**POLICY EXCERPTS**

“The practice of detaining or stopping a suspect based on a broad set of criteria which cast suspicion on an entire class of people without any individualized suspicion of the particular person being stopped.”

This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of racial profiling. “The detention, interdiction or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of racial or ethnic status of such individual.”

This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer would not have made the stop if the person were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy fails to make clear what conduct is prohibited.

Sent local ordinance: “The use of racial profiling by any officer of the police department in the enforcement of law or ordinance is prohibited. As used in this Section, ‘racial profiling’ means the detention or other disparate treatment of any person on the basis of the person’s racial or ethnic status or characteristics.” This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer would not have made the stop if the person were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy fails to make clear what conduct is prohibited.
**SCOTT POLICE DEPARTMENT // LAFAYETTE PARISH**

Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **YES**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** “No officer shall stop, detain or search any person when such action is motivated by race, ethnicity ... ” This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of bias-based profiling, “The detention, interdiction or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of race, ethnicity ... of such individuals.”

**SHREVEPORT POLICE DEPARTMENT // CADDY PARISH**

Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **YES**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** “[T]he detention, interdiction or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the racial or ethnic status of such individual.” This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer would not have made the stop if the person were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy fails to make clear what conduct is prohibited.

**SIBLEY POLICE DEPARTMENT // WEBSTER PARISH**

Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **YES**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** Provides good examples of racial profiling, including “Stopping a particular driver, who is moving with the flow of traffic, simply because of the driver’s apparent race, ethnicity or national origin”; “Detaining the driver of a vehicle based on the determination that a person of that race, ethnicity, gender ... is unlikely to own or possesses [sic] that specific make or model of vehicle”; and “Detaining an individual based on a bias profile that an individual does not belong in a specific area or place.” These examples are much more helpful than the policy’s definition of “racial or bias profiling”: “The interdiction, stopping, detention, or other unequal treatment of any person based on race, ethnicity ...”

**SICILY ISLAND POLICE DEPARTMENT // CATAHOULA PARISH**

**NO POLICY**

**SIMMESPORT POLICE DEPARTMENT // AVOYELLES PARISH**

**NO RESPONSE**

**SLAUGHTER POLICE DEPARTMENT // EAST FELICIANA PARISH**

**NO POLICY**

**SLIDELL POLICE DEPARTMENT // ST. TAMMANY PARISH**

Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **NO**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** “Bias based profiling[:] the selection of individuals based solely on a trait common to a group for enforcement action. This includes, but is not limited to, race, ethnic background ... ”

**SOUTHEASTERN LOUISIANA UNIVERSITY POLICE DEPARTMENT // TANGIPAHOA PARISH**

Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **NO**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** “Stopping, detaining, searching, or attempting to search, or using force against a person based upon his or her race, ethnic background ...”

**SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY - BATON ROUGE POLICE DEPARTMENT // EAST BATON ROUGE PARISH // NO POLICY**

**SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY - NEW ORLEANS POLICE DEPARTMENT // ORLEANS PARISH**

Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **NO**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** “Biased-Based Policing—using race, ethnicity, gender or national origin as a reason to restrict a person’s liberty where race, ethnicity, gender or national origin is a descriptive factor relating to a suspected criminal event.” This definition likely does not apply to Terry stops, which are only minimal intrusions on someone’s liberty. Moreover, police are allowed to use race or ethnicity in combination with other physical characteristics to match someone to a specific suspect description for a particular crime, so that should not be included in a definition of bias-based policing. This definition also does not prohibit detentions where the suspect commits an easily observable violation but the officer would not have made the detention had the suspect been white.

**SPRINGFIELD POLICE DEPARTMENT // LIVINGSTON PARISH**

**NO POLICY**

**SPRINGHILL POLICE DEPARTMENT // WEBSTER PARISH**

**NO POLICY**

**ST. BERNARD PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE**

**ST. BERNARD PARISH**

Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **NO**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** “Sworn members shall not take any police action that is based solely upon person traits that include, but are not limited to race, ethnic background ... ”

**ST. CHARLES PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE**

**ST. CHARLES PARISH // NO POLICY**

**ST. FRANCISVILLE POLICE DEPARTMENT**

**WEST FELICIANA PARISH**

Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **YES**

**POLICY EXCERPTS** Provides good examples of racial profiling,
including “Stopping a particular driver who is speeding in a stream of traffic where other drivers are speeding because of the driver’s apparent race, ethnicity or national origin”; “Detaining the driver of a vehicle based on the determination that a person of that race, ethnicity, gender … is unlikely to own or possesses [sic] that specific make or model of vehicle”; and “Detaining an individual based on a bias profile that an individual does not belong in a specific area or place.” These examples are much more helpful than the policy’s definition of “racial or bias profiling”: “The interdiction, stopping, detention, or other unequal treatment of any person based on race, ethnicity … .”

**ST. GABRIEL POLICE DEPARTMENT // IBERVILLE PARISH**
**NO POLICY**

**ST. HELENA PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE // ST. HELENA PARISH**
Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **YES**
POLICY EXCERPTS “No employee shall stop, detain or search any person when such action is motivated by race or ethnicity … .”
This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of racial profiling, “The detention, interdiction or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the racial or ethnic status of such individual.”

**ST. JAMES PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE // ST. JAMES PARISH**
Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **YES**
POLICY EXCERPTS “No employee shall stop, detain or search any person when such action is motivated by race or ethnicity … .”
This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of racial profiling, “the detention, interdiction or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the racial or ethnic status of such individual.”

**ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE**
ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **YES**
POLICY EXCERPTS “[T]he detention, interdiction or other disparate treatment of any person on the basis of their racial, ethnic, or gender-based status or characteristics.” This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un) reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer would not have made the stop if the person were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy fails to make clear what conduct is prohibited.

**ST. JOSEPH POLICE DEPARTMENT // TENSAS PARISH**
**NO POLICY**

**ST. LANDRY PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE // ST. LANDRY PARISH**
**NO POLICY**

**ST. MARTIN PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE // ST. MARTIN PARISH**
Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **NO**
POLICY EXCERPTS “No deputy should stop, detain or search any person, during a traffic stop or during a contact in the field, when such action is motivated by race, ethnicity … .” though this statement is not a prohibition (it says “should” instead of “shall”). This statement is still clearer and simpler than the policy’s definition of bias-based profiling, “The selection of persons for police based [sic] SOLELY on a common trait of a group. Such traits may include, but are not limited to, race, ethnicity … .”

**ST. MARTINVILLE POLICE DEPARTMENT // ST. MARTIN PARISH**
**NO POLICY**

**ST. MARY PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE // ST. MARY PARISH**
Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **NO**
POLICY EXCERPTS “No employee shall stop, detain or search any person, during a traffic stop or during a contact in the field, when such action is motivated by race, color, ethnicity … .”
This statement is still clearer and simpler than the policy’s definition of racial profiling. “The detention, interdiction or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the racial or ethnic status of such individual.”

**STERLINGTON POLICE DEPARTMENT // OUACHITA PARISH**
**NO POLICY**

**SULPHUR POLICE DEPARTMENT // CALCASIEU PARISH**
**NO POLICY**

**SUNSET POLICE DEPARTMENT // ST. LANDRY PARISH**
Policy on racial profiling? **YES** // Prohibition is broad enough? **YES**
POLICY EXCERPTS “Members are prohibited from the stopping, detention and search of persons when the action is motivated by the member’s perception of the person’s race, color … and when the action would constitute a violation of the person’s civil rights,”
though this is inconsistent with the manual’s definition of bias-based profiling on the next page, “Members are prohibited from taking any police-initiated action that relies on the race, ethnicity,
or national origin rather than the behavior of an individual or information that leads the police to a particular individual who has been identified as being, or having been, engaged in criminal activity.” In addition, due to Whren, stopping someone for an easily observable traffic violation is not unconstitutional, even if the stop is motivated by race, so the inclusion of “and when the action would constitute a violation of the person's civil rights” eliminates instances where officers initiate stops based on easily observable traffic violations but where the real motivation stems from race.

| TALLULAH POLICE DEPARTMENT // MADISON PARISH |
| NO POLICY |

| TANGIPAHOA PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE |
| TANGIPAHOA PARISH |

Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICY EXCERPTS “No officer shall stop, detain, or search any person when such action is motivated by race, ethnicity ... .” This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy's definition of bias-based profiling. “The detention, interdiction, or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the race, ethnicity ... of such individual.”

| TENSAS BASIN LEVEE DISTRICT POLICE DEPARTMENT // OUACHITA PARISH |

Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICY EXCERPTS “The detention, or other disparate treatment of any person on the basis of their racial or ethnic status or characteristics.” This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer would not have made the stop if the person were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy fails to make clear what conduct is prohibited.

| TENSAS PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE // TENSAS PARISH |

Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICY EXCERPTS “No employee shall stop, detain or search any person when such action is motivated by race or ethnicity ... .” This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of racial profiling. “The detention or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the racial or ethnic status of such individual.”

| TERREBONNE PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE |
| TERREBONNE PARISH |

Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICY EXCERPTS Provides good examples of racial profiling, including “Stopping a particular driver who is speeding in a stream of traffic where other drivers are speeding because of the driver’s apparent race, ethnicity or national origin”; “Detaining the driver of a vehicle based on the determination that a person of that race, ethnicity, gender ... is unlikely to own or possesses [sic] that specific make or model of vehicle”; and “Detaining an individual based on a bias profile that an individual does not belong in a specific area or place.” These examples are much more helpful than the policy’s definition of “racial or bias profiling”: “The interdiction, stopping, detention, or other unequal treatment of any person based on race, ethnicity ... .”

| THIBODAUX POLICE DEPARTMENT // LAFOURCHE PARISH |

Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICY EXCERPTS “No employee shall stop, detain or search any person when such action is motivated by race, color, ethnicity ... .” This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of bias-based profiling, “the detention, interdiction, or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the racial or ethnic status of such individual.”

| TICKFAW POLICE DEPARTMENT // TANGIPAHOA PARISH |

Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? NO
POLICY EXCERPTS “The detention, or other deliberate [sic] treatment of any person based on their racial or ethnic status, or characteristics.” Title of this section of the policy manual is “Ethnics.” The word “deliberate” is a typo and should be “disparate.” The policy later states, “In the absence of a specific, credible report containing a physical description, a persons [sic] race, ethnicity, gender or sexual orientation or any combination of these shall not be a factor in determining probable cause for an arrest or reasonable suspicion for a stop.” This statement does prohibit the type of profiling that would violate the Fourth Amendment, but nothing in the policy prohibits pretextual stops, in which the officer is able to point to an easily observable violation as the reason for the stop, even if the officer’s subjective motivation was based on the person’s race or ethnicity.

| TULLOS POLICE DEPARTMENT // LASALLE PARISH |
| NO POLICY |

| UNION PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE // UNION PARISH |

Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICY EXCERPTS “No officer shall stop, detain, or search any person when such action is motivated by race, color, ethnicity ... .”
This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of racial profiling, “The detention, interdiction, or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the racial or ethnic status of such individual.”

UNIVERSITY OF LOUISIANA - LAFAYETTE POLICE DEPARTMENT // LAFAYETTE PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICY EXCERPTS “No officer shall stop, detain, or search any person when such action is motivated by race, ethnicity ...” This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of bias-based profiling, “The detention, interdiction, or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the race, ethnicity ... of such individual.”

UNIVERSITY OF LOUISIANA - MONROE POLICE DEPARTMENT // OUACHITA PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICY EXCERPTS Provides good examples of racial profiling, including “Detaining a particular driver who is speeding in a stream of traffic, where other drivers are speeding, because of the driver’s race, ethnicity, or national origin”; “Detaining the driver of a vehicle based on the determination that a person of that race, ethnicity, or national origin is unlikely to own or possess that specific make or model of vehicle”; and “Detaining an individual based on the determination that a person of that race, ethnicity, or national origin does not belong in a specific part of town or a specific place.” These examples are much more helpful than the policy’s definition of bias-based profiling: “The detention, interdiction, search or seizure of any person based upon the person’s ... race ... ethnicity, national origins ...”

UNIVERSITY OF NEW ORLEANS POLICE DEPARTMENT // ORLEANS PARISH // NO RESPONSE

URANIA POLICE DEPARTMENT // LASALLE PARISH
NO POLICY

VERNALDO POLICE DEPARTMENT // WASHINGTON PARISH
NO POLICY

VERMILION PARISH SHERIFF’S OFFICE // Vermilion Parish
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICY EXCERPTS “No employee shall stop, detain or search any person when such action is motivated by race or ethnicity ...” This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of racial profiling, “The detention, interdiction or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the racial or ethnic status of such individual.”

VIDALIA POLICE DEPARTMENT // CONCORDIA PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? NO
POLICY EXCERPTS “All investigative detentions, traffic stops, arrests, searches and seizures or forfeitures of property by officers shall be based on a standard of reasonable suspicion or probable cause, not on the racial or ethnic status of any person.”

VILLE PLATTE POLICE DEPARTMENT // EVANGELINE PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? NO
POLICY EXCERPTS Sent IACP model “Motor Vehicle Stops” policy from December 2006: “Officers are prohibited from stopping vehicles under the guise of legal authority when in fact the stop is based solely on the officer’s prejudice concerning a person’s race, ethnicity, sex, or similar distinction.” Also provided IACP model “Unbiased Policing” policy from April 2004: “Officers may not use race, ethnic background ... as the sole criteria for determining when or how to take enforcement action or provide police services.”

VINTON POLICE DEPARTMENT // CALCASIEU PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? NO
POLICY EXCERPTS “Any police-initiated action that relies upon race, ethnicity ... of an individual rather than the behavior of that individual or information that leads the police to a particular individual who has been identified as being engaged in or having been engaged in criminal activity”

VIVIAN POLICE DEPARTMENT // CADDIO PARISH
NO POLICY

WALKER POLICE DEPARTMENT // LIVINGSTON PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES
POLICY EXCERPTS “The detention, or other disparate treatment of any person on the basis of their racial or ethnic status or characteristics.” This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer would not have made the stop if the person were white, which
Violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy fails to make clear what conduct is prohibited.

Washington Parish Sheriff’s Office
Washington Parish
Policy on racial profiling? Yes // Prohibition is broad enough? Yes
Policy Excerpts: Policy is two sentences long and says only “Employees will not engage in any law enforcement activities that are discriminatory based on race ... .” Although the policy’s prohibition is broad enough in the sense that it covers the U.S. Constitution, the policy in no way makes clear what racial profiling is and what conduct is prohibited.

Washington Police Department
St. Landry Parish
No Policy

Waterproof Police Department
Tensas Parish
No Policy

Webster Parish Sheriff’s Office
Webster Parish
No Policy

Welsh Police Department
Jefferson Davis Parish
No Policy

West Baton Rouge Parish Sheriff’s Office
West Baton Rouge Parish
Policy on racial profiling? Yes // Prohibition is broad enough? Yes
Policy Excerpts: “No employee or member shall stop, detain or search any person when such action is motivated by race, color, ethnicity ... .” This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of racial profiling, “The detention, interdiction or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the racial or ethnic status of such individual.”

West Carroll Parish Sheriff’s Office
West Carroll Parish
No Policy

West Feliciana Parish Sheriff’s Office
West Feliciana Parish
Policy on racial profiling? Yes // Prohibition is broad enough? Yes
Policy Excerpts: “No employee shall stop, detain, or search any person when such action is motivated by race or ethnicity ... .” This statement is simpler and clearer than the policy’s definition of racial profiling, “The detention, interdiction or other disparate treatment of an individual on the basis of the racial or ethnic status of such individual.”

West Monroe Police Department
Ouachita Parish
Policy on racial profiling? Yes // Prohibition is broad enough? No
Policy Excerpts: “The selection of individuals based solely on a common trait of a group. This includes, but is not limited to, race, ethnic background ... .”

Westlake Police Department
Calcasieu Parish
No Policy

Westwego Police Department
Jefferson Parish
Policy on racial profiling? Yes // Prohibition is broad enough? No
Policy Excerpts: Sent code of ethics and policy on “Legal Authority of Police Officers,” neither of which mentions race.

White Castle Police Department
Iberville Parish
No Policy

Wilson Police Department
East Feliciana Parish
Policy on racial profiling? Yes // Prohibition is broad enough? No
Policy Excerpts: “Any police-initiated action that relies upon race, ethnicity ... of an individual rather than the behavior of that individual or information that leads the police to a particular individual who has been identified as being engaged in or having been engaged in criminal activity.”

Winn Parish Sheriff’s Office
Winn Parish
Policy on racial profiling? Yes // Prohibition is broad enough? No
Policy Excerpts: One sentence long: “No employee of this office shall make any contact with an individual solely based on race, gender, age or state of residency.”

Winnsboro Police Department
Franklin Parish
No Response

Wisner Police Department
Franklin Parish
No Policy

Woodworth Police Department
Rapides Parish
Policy on racial profiling? Yes // Prohibition is broad enough? Yes
Policy Excerpts: In “Values” policy: “Employees ... are prohibited from allowing an individual’s race, ethnicity ... to influence that individual’s treatment.” In “Traffic Stops” policy: “Initiating a traffic stop or basing enforcement action on the vehicle occupant’s race, ethnicity ... is illegal, inconsistent with the principles of American policing and an indefensible public protection strategy.” And later: “Members are prohibited from using the race, ethnicity ... of the occupant(s) of a vehicle as the sole deciding factor in whether a traffic stop should, or should not be made, whether enforcement action should, or should not be taken, or whether a roadside vehicle search should, or should not be conducted.” The “Values” policy is actually broad enough to cover the full range of racial profiling, but because it’s in the “Values” section and not the “Traffic Stops” section, a reader
could easily miss the “Values” policy. Moreover, this policy is inconsistent with the “sole deciding factor” part of the “Traffic Stops” policy, so the prohibition is very unclear.

YOUNGSVILLE POLICE DEPARTMENT // LAFAYETTE PARISH
Policy on racial profiling? YES // Prohibition is broad enough? YES

POLICY EXCERPTS “The detention, interdiction, or other disparate treatment of individuals based solely on a common trait or a group. This includes, race, ethnic background ....” This prohibition is broad enough to cover 1) the formation of (un)reasonable suspicion based on race (absent a specific and credible suspect description), which violates the Fourth Amendment; and 2) the use of an easily observable violation to single out a person of color for a stop when the officer would not have made the stop if the person were white, which violates the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. However, without any concrete examples or further elaboration on both types of racial profiling, the policy fails to make clear what conduct is prohibited.
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ZACHARY POLICE DEPARTMENT
EAST BATON ROUGE PARISH // NO POLICY

ZWOLLE POLICE DEPARTMENT // SABINE PARISH
NO RESPONSE
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